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FAIR weather with
little change In temperature is predicted
for. tonight nd Sunday.
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he is dead, by ?n raising in another battle.
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to convene the two officers of the
presses its sincere appreciation at the
crown notified the war office authorkind sympathy and generous offer of
ities that tho jurisdiction of the court
the American Red Cross, but as relief
was too lin'i id for action that might
work at Kyushlu is rn the hands of a
be necessary, and the proceedings of
committee acting directly under tha
the court martial were accordingly
government, it does hot feel justified
,
in intervening."
suspended.
The war of ficers' commission then
It is understood here that this decdecided to apply to the police for
DAY
lination relates solely to the adminsummonses against the accused, as
istrative measures necessary to sucthe investigation had shown that the
victims of the
cor the unfortunate
FORTIcorruption was! more extensive than PEOPLE
OF KAGONSHIMA ARE earthquake and eruption. i'he Amer- ARMED WITH RIFLE HE
at first suspected.
ican Red Crpss will continue collecFORCED
TO FLEE FOR
FIES HIMSELF IN ATTIC OF
R, D. Muir, the prosecuting counsel,
tion of funds in this, country, which
PLANT INSTALLED
HIS HOME
THEIR LIVES
,
REQUEST
mentioned
will be forwarded through Ambassaaccidentally today that the,
Laredo Breathes Easier
demain charge against the civilian
dor Guthrie to Japan and turned over
- Laredo, Tex., Jan. 17. 4. federal
at them indi- SUN
EE WILL KEEP
INFORMED scouting party, returning tod i.y t'H.m a IT- - WANTS
A
GIVES
LIGHT to the governmental relief committee. MAKES
COMMITTEE fendants was directed
EIIISSAEiES
JJTTLE
than as the firm of
vidually, rat ')
point 12 miles down the Rio Grande,
CORONER STOPS FUNERAL
Lipton, limited, with which they
that the rebel force at that
ANTICIPATES THE REBELS WILL reported
FALLING ASHES ARE SO .THICK
THINKS BOTH BRANCHES OF CON- were connecU d.
New
York, Jan. nMSfforts by the' MEN WHO BRING HIM A MESSAGS
place numbered only about 200. Rebel
IN SKY AS TO OBSCURE
CUT DOWN THE TELEGRAPH
coroner to gain further information ' FROM THE SHERIFF ARE
GRESS SHOULD HAVE SUCH
leaders say this is a scouting party
CANADA'S LITTLE SCHEME
LINES
ITS RAYS
A BODY
concerning the death of Richard D.
FIRED UPON
awaiting the advance of the main ar
17 Testimony toJan.
Washington,
vice president of the SouthLankford,
my which is to attack Nuevo Laredo
ern railway, asphyxiated by gas last
day that thci Canadian government
in about ten days, but no confirma0R0ZCO IS REPORTED DEAD tion
EARTH
SHOCKS Tuesday in his Brooklyn home, delayhad
been paying for the circulation of VIOLENT
NOT
ENDED
MATTER
IS
is a
of these plans .was available.
news articles in "patented insides" of
ed tlie departure today of the funeral
to induce Americans to
I NSUR
TROUBLESOME
THE SEA SURROUNDING THE UN- party which occompanied the body' to HE SAYS IF HE IS CAPTURED
PLOTTED ASSASSINATION
SUPPORTERS OF THE CAUSE MAY newspapers
led .the senate lobby
to
go
Canada,
Princess Ann., Md., where it will be
!
Athens, Greee, Jan. 17. Two Bul
IS DECLARED TO HAVE
FORTUNATE ISLAND IS INBEARDSLEY IS NO LONBER
BRNG THE QUESTION UPON
committee off on a new line of intomorrow.
interred
to
of
a
assas
garians suspected
plot
BEEN SHOT
TENSELY
HOT
j
HIS NAME
THE FLOOR
vestigation today. The statement of
As the pall bearers were leaving the
sinate King Constantino of Greece
the action of the Canadian govern
Lankford home at the close of the
were arrested and expelled from Salo- of
Kagoshima, Japan, Jan. 17. Two funeral services the coroner interferBerlin, Jan, 17. A German wireless nikl today. A Bulgarian woman in
Washington, Jan. 17. Democrats of ment was made by Cortland Smith
Mayvllle, N. Y., Jan. 17. The fiftU
telegraph company today obtained a formed the authorities that a Bulgar the house rules committee today re- New York, president of the American further violent eruptions of the vol ed, ordered the coffin to be set down day of the siege of Edward Beardsky,.
cofhmtT- - cano Sakura-Jima- ,
The
contract for the erection of a wireless ian committee at Sofia had decided fused to report a rule to create a Prtss association.
accompanied by a and demanded the production of a in his farm house near Summerfiile.
call
tee
decided
Jo
station in Mexico City to enable Pro- on
last strong box belonging to the railroad was ushered in by rapid firing fronx
George
Joslyn, severe earthquake, occurred
sufw
mona
King Constantlne's assassination standing committee on
of tlie Western Newspaper night, causing the collapse of many man, which, he had been told, con- the Heardsley stronghold. Timothy;
visional president Huerta to maintain and had drawn lots to select the
president
house.
in
the
per frage
more buildings. Numbers of the in- tained papers which would
"
communication with the columns of petrators, the choice
throw Van Cise and William Walker, friendi
Aftermuch discussion the democrat- union, of Omaha, Neb. .
falling ou the
habitants
reof
who
had
federal troops operating against the two men
Kagoshima
as
whether
tne
to
on
nicition
of Beardsley, who have acted as
ic
light
majority concluded that the time
expelled.
turned fled again in terror from the Lankford had committed suicide. The
rebels. In-- various parts of tlie country.
in the parleys between
was not ripe for creation of a sepBE GIVEN
city. Ashes are falling thickly today. box was turned over to him and the Sheriff Anderson
General Huerta finds it necessary to
arate committee on tne subject. The LEE WILL
and, the beleaguers!
The sun looked like a ball of blood coroner consented to the removal of
use wireless telegraph, as the ordiaction comes after a long campaign
farmer, approached the house thl
LAS
VEGAS
ENGINEERS of
over
today, but it gave the body.
;
nary telegraph wires are frequently
the . woman suffragists, in which
morning hands above their heads. A
PLACE no, Kagoshima
and
the
darkness was such
light,
cut.
He was told by .friends' of Lankford they entered the yard they were haltthe
organization made
that night signals had to be employed that
The new station in the federal capiWITNESSES IN CASE a spirited fight. Woman suffragists
it contained a letter to Miss ed by the whizzing of bullets sen?:
on the railroads. The flying dust
tal is to have only half the sending
Helen Patterson of Brooklyn to wliom over their heads from the at tie win
from every part of the country ap THE SENATE COMMITTEE RECOMwas so thick that the few pedestrians
Lankford was to have been married dow, Beardsley's lookout.
range usually provided for and it is
MENDS HIM AS SENATOR
peared at recent hearings, and, later,
on the streets making their way to
AND
MORRISON
JONES
RICE,
as
taken
an indication that General
and their wedding ring. Later
FROfvl ALABAMA
"Get out of here and stay out. Ycnf
today,
led by Dr. Anna Howard Shaw, vis
the outskirts of the city had to covet
TELL ABOUT THE MOUN- Huerta is preparing for fighting in
the box was found to hold an envelope are trying to trap me. You can't coru
ited President Wilson and urged him
their mouths and noses with towels
DAYS' PROPOSITION
the neighborhood of the federal capithe lease of an apartment here any more," shouted Beardsley,
to ask congress in a message to creWashington, Jan, 17. The senate or
handkerchiefs to prevent suffoca- containing to
tal.
7
votto
were
3,
have occupied after their as Van Cise and Walker ran down the
ate a suffrage committee. The presi- elections committee today,
they
tion.
Kansas City, Jan. 17. Three engiwas addressed to Miss hill toward the sheriff's camp.
It
marriage.
dent declined to do so, saying ho had ed to recommf' vl that Blair Lee, demThe
sea
in the. Gulf of Kagoshima
neers testifying today in the trial of
Orozco Reported Dead
senate to sucPatterson.
The weoding ring also
The emissaries had gone to tell
no authority to represent the demo ocrat, be seatt
seemed to be boiling, and the quanti17. Brigadier Don A. MounDay and his wife, charg- cratic
was in the box. "
Washington, Jan,
in such a manner and ceed Senator ;, J. on, republican, of ty of
that the police authorities
Beardsley
party
floating pumic stone was bo
General Tasker N. Bliss, in a message ed with misuse of the mails in the could not transmit hn own views in Maryland, and by a vote of 9 to 1
of Titusville, Pa., would not allow his
that
great
it
prevented navigation.
to the war department today, report sale of New Mexico lands, said a plan a
message, whatever they might be. determined i o report adversely on th
Moun-Day- s
Bluejackets from the Japanese fleet ROBBER FRIGHTENS THE brother, James Beardsley, to tak? th"
rank
of
credentials
p.
ing the arrest of General Jose Inez of irrigation outlined by the
Glass,
appointchildren iuto that state because the
leaders here were shocked
today discovered a native craft conlacked "the important essential Suffrage
Salazar at Sanderson, Texas, said
late Senator Johns- become public charges.
at the news of their defeat and began ed. to Miccfu.-.'might
16 refugees from Sakura, who
taining
.'..
- "
"Brigadier General Parker, commanding .water." .;',,.,. ',,
tJUMit Ai.4JiU- - ,
,. ' ,
the rppuI-idiscussion
Wi'h
of
of Van C'f rplans'.
V. K. Jones, a government
engithe First cavalry brigade, had reannounced its ac ' The committee will report its de- reported that owing to the
committee
The
floating
streams
the
ceived a report of. the deatfii of Gen- neer, testified that the
The masses of
ful solution, of thf jtro'tlf ,n .
tion soon after a delegation from the cision to the senate Monday.
;i
pumice stone and the high
eral Orozco. No details as to time defendants proposed to use in feed- Fels Fund for a single tax had call- contests arose under the constitusheriff
and
JAMES
his
NOLAN
AS
has
HELD
been
SUSPECT
;;k
to
posse
had
steer
been
seas,
unable
or place were given. .The last officials ing reservoirs for irrigating 160,000 ed and
amendment for direct election their they
doned. Sheriff Anderson has stopped
OF WESTERN
FOR HOLD-Uboat and had spent three days
urged creation of a separate tional
here heard, General Orozco was sup acres in the upper Pecos valley, New committee.
of senators. Senators Bradley, Suth- adrift
all
traffic on the highway passing the
AND
ATLANTIC
of
at
the
elements
tho
mercy
Mexico, carried too little water for
posed to be in Cuatro Cienegas, C
The vote of the democratic major erland and Dillingham, republicans, and without a morsel cf food.
Beardsley farm, and no one except the
suih a purpose. This testimony was
voted against seating Mr. Lee. SenaThe bluejackets were able to reach
Atlanta. Ga., Jan. 17. A man who is officers is allowed to approach wRhinL
corroborated by R..B. Rice, chief en- ity, which must be submitted to the tor
Bradley was the only member of them only by using a wedge-shape- d
to
in
three.
four
ws
entire
committee,
&
jail here, the police believe, Is the a mile of the place.
gineer for the Atcijison, Topeka
the committee to favor tho seating
Orozco's Fate Not Known
raft, with which they pierced a field bandit who last night terrorized pasBeardsley shot Postmaster Putnaia
E. Mor- Chairman Henry and Representatives
Santa
Fe
an.d
George
railroad,
El Paso, Tex., Jan. 17. No authenof Mr. Glass. Glass was appointed by of
on
of
stone
Foster
and
floes.
Pou
a
ice
on
of
Carolina
North
southbound
and
Western
Tuesday afternoon.
sengers
pumics
resembling
tic report of the fate of General Pas-cu- rison, a hydraulic engineer of Las
Governor O'Neal to fill the unexpired
was
Lava
create
to
a
Illinois
near
Atlantic
voted
suffrage
tiain
passenger
today
steadily
M.
floating
Mr.
said
N.
Rice
his
com1
here,
term of Senator Johnston, who died down the sides of the volcano to the
Orozco, commander of volun- Vegas,
Hardwick
and robbed' them of several hundred
teers in the Mexican army, has been pany had no record of a "proposed committee;- Representatives
the direct elections amendment sea,
after
STEAEEHSAKu
area
Goldthe
of
the
island,
dollars.
increasing
is
Tennessee;
Garrett,
which
branch
ofGeorgia;
it
alleged
railroad,"
received here. Rebel leaders were
had become a part of the legislation. as the substance solidified on reachwho
was
The
arrested
to as soon to fogle, New York, and, Cantrill, Kenprisoner,
referred
the
MounDays
inclined to believe that Orozco was
Representative Henry D. Clayton was ing the water.
near the scene of the holdup, gave
All three tucky, voted against It,
III CIiELE OF CCEAu
either hiding in Texas or was on the be built across the valley.
first
named, but resigned hia comwill
name
as
his
and said he
committee
entire
The
rules
John
in
reside
Las
witnesses
Jones,
East
Vegas,
Mexican side trying tq reach some
mission before the .committee had
Loss of Life Appalling
lived In Atlanta, Tne police, howmeet Tuesday, '.when a proposition
federal garrison. General Ynez Sala-a- N. M.
eh bis credentials.;
BODIES
OF OFFICERS OF THE.
passed
17. An indication that ever,
Jan.
Tokio,
of
one
made
the
be
say he is James Nolan, of Des
may
by
a federal commander, who was
The "committee's action, if sustain- the loss of life on the island of SaACILIA ARE FOUND IN
either on the democratic or ed
Moines, la,
arrested at Sanderson, Tex., yesterLIFEBOATS
by the senate, determines that the kura, which was devastated by the
to report the rule.
Jones, or Nolan, left the train at
side,
republican
efIn
from
is
said1
not
G!RL
KILLS
had
HERSELF
Orozco
amendment
seventeenth
escaped
day,
Sakura-Jimaof
the volcano
,'
Western
Bolton. JGa., after a pistol duel with
congressmen, including fect without supplemental legislation eruption
Ojinaga.
Hamburg, German y, Jan. 17. Na
much larger than had been Carl G.' Heard, county
Representatives Keating and Taylor and that the legislatures of the states may be
policeman, who doubt remains that the Gernia.t
A man on the same train with Saladn
Is
a report receivFOR LOVE BF UNCLE of Colorado, Raker of California and
supposed,
given
zar, who was reported to be General
must direct governors as to the meth- ed here from an official of the inter- was a passenger, and who was slightly steamer Acilia is lost, with its crtrv-o- f
wounded during the encounter.
some
of
are
others,
carrying
talking
Antonio Rojas, was not arrested by
od of filling vacancies.
A ielegrasj-fro48, and 50 passengers.
ior department who was sent to Kagthe civil authorities. All of the fe-- ; HIS THREATS OF SUIClfe'CAUSE tho fight to the floor of the house, and In the Maryland case Senator Jack- oshima
received
punta
Arenas,
Chile,
to
He
investigate.
reports
a call for a democratic caucus to pass son was appointed, before the adoperal soldiers and1 officers who took'
here today says that the bodies of"
of Sakura's estimated,
out
HER ACTION; SHOOTS' HI M- - r,ft cm
that
9,000
the question is a possibility.
TRACE OF THE two of her officers were picked
refuge on the American, side are betion of the seventeenth amendment, population of 19,000 had been account
SELF LATER
to succeed the late Senator Rayner. ed for up to the
ing held in custody by the military
among a mass of wreckage iv
evening of the sixhad been rati- teenth. Other
authorities, except Salazar, who was
amendment
Moat
the
After
north of Picton Island,
Channel,
A
17.
It
woman
is
San Francisco, Jan.
said,
OFFICERS ACCUSES OF fied Governor Goldborought, a repub-Mean- , will be found in refugees,
arrested on an indictment returned
SUBMARINE FOUND Tlerra Del Fuego. Indians in tho vi24 years old,
but
other
as
known
Blanche
directions,
Wood,
in iNew Mexico.
called a primary election for the loss of life
cinity declare that a ltg steamer eanfs
seized ,a revolver and shot herself
evidently was extremesenator. In that elecStates
United
there some time ago.
IN
SERVICE
GRAFTING
hotel
ly
at
a
dead early this morning
heavy.
'Mercado to Be Executed
was victorious. In this
Lee
Blair
tion
The Acilia was a vessel of 3,Kf
BRITISH
WITH
ENTIRE
VESSEL,
Famine's Awful Ravages
of her uncle
Mexico City, Jan. 17. The federal here, in the presence
case it was declared that the election
tons
net, built in 1300 and chartered
BELIEVED
HAVE
TO
CREW,
of
"Walter
the
Andrews
Bishop
Eng
war office today declared that if Gen- A. B. Wood, and a friend, Edward THEY ARE DECLARED TO HAVE was irregular because it had not been
the KosmoS line. She left Corral,
BEEN LOST.
by
famine- church
in
the
lish
was
as
Roberts
attempting
eral Salvador Mercado, tytgly com- Roberts,
called by the legislature, but the com- stricken district, writes that the sufMADE ILLEGAL GAINS ON
Chile, on October 27 for Hamburg. A
mander of the federal troopsv at Ojin- to dissaude Wood from committing
mittee held that Mr. Lee was entitled fering everywhere is intense. The
SUPPLIES
CANTEEN
17. Not telegram from Valparaiso on Monday
Jan.
Plymouth,
England,
suicide. Wood then took the weapon
aga returns to Mexico he will be
to his seat because he was chosen by farmers, he said, are hit hardest, and a trace has been found up to late this last reported the finding of two of tha
court martialed by the first federal and killed himself.
vote of the people, waiving the their families are
17.
direct
For many years
London, Jan.
eating soups made afternoon of the British submarine Acilia's boats in Aguirre Bay, Tierrst
Earlier in the evening Wood, who
force he encounters.
no suit has aroused such widespread technicality relating "to the calling of of chopped straw, leaves and' rotten
"
which was lost in Whitesand Del Fuego, containing tho bodies of
had made several suicidal threats, left
Government officials have
in the British isies as the the election.
interest
on
meat
the shores of Plymouth Sound, her second mate and two seamen.
from
taken
and
cats,
Bay
potatoes
General Mercado "the evacu-ator.- " a note to his niece in which he said
at Bow
today
opened
afternoon.
more
proceedings
The
fortunate
fish.
and
yesterday
dogs
They express dissatisfaction he would take his life; Wood is said Street police court against eight BritFIRE BURNS DOCKS
have a thin gruel made of rice or
operations were started
Sweeping
a
fee
to
been
abanhave
supreme ish
formerly
with the manner in which
.
Jacksonville, Fla.,'. Jan. 17. Mam
army officers and eight civilians
at,; daybreak and covered a wide area
wheat.
doned the towns of Parral, Chihuahua coiirt justice of Tennessee,
TODAY IN CONGRES3.
on charges of wholesale graft in conThe net results, he wrtt.es, are many in the search for the missing boat fanned. hv as
jif
Wood had been to a picture show
and Ojinaga,
nection with purchases for the. army
deaths
from cold and starvation and and her crew, but no indications as ed the At a tic t t i u u
with Edward Roberts. Roberts left canteens.
an increase of crime and beggars. to her whereabout were found.
today. with a loss of $101,000 I
him at Wood's hotel and went to his
Turns up Fighting
Jan. 17. Senate: met Many girls, he declares have been
Six commissioned officers and two
A destroyer kept watch through ships, the Danish steamer PycMa
Washington,
Pas-cuown home, where he found Miss
Alpine, Tex., Jan. 17. General
officers are in- at noon.
sold Into slavery. He tells of many the night over the spot where the and three scho nerf, ilIi7P, f
Wood in a state of Hysteria.
OjiShe had volved. Ail are connected with the
from
who
escaped
Orozco,
Senator Hoke Smith, spoke for children fainting in schools, sick from tiny vessel wag supposed to have dis- down the St. Jonns river in the
naga with a few followers when Gen- found the note from her uncle, saying quartermaster's
department of the early passage of an agricultural ex- lack of food.
appeared after her. dive during the of five burring h ht r- - c t Wi f
eral Villa's Mexican rebels captured that he had decided to kill himself, war office.
All the officers have tension bill.
maneuvers yesterday. When the first the dock. The luthters, loaded w
that place last Saturday, was attack- as he had lost his money, ana his risen from the ranks. The eight
continued
committee
streak of light at dawn appeared, a lumber
d ti
, i
Elections
Refuses Aid
vin t
Japan
ed today by a band of rebo'3 at San friends had deserted him.
civilians are all employes of Lipton, working on the Lee and Glass senaJan. 17 Japan is un- number of destroyers with weighted
Washington,
Roberts and Miss Wood hastened to Limited, of which Sir Thomas Lipton torial cases.
Carlos, Mexico, 100 mile due south
r F
stretched
them
between
1
LIKf3
dertaking to relieve the sufferers cables
of thi3 place, and a ignt tas in pro- the hotel and burst in on Wood. Rob- is managing director. They inctede
Munich. I:avaria. Jan. 1
Senator Borah introduced a bill for from, earthquake and volcanic erup- steamed up and down the bay sweepgress, according to a telephone mess- erts and Miss Wood upbraided him John Cansfield, general manager and a new government institution to act tion through its own agencies before ing the bottom of the eea, but en- Prince Tu-- pi
of V
for what the woman termed a "gnastly director of the company; James Cra'.g, as a marketing agency for farm proage received here today from
' i.
ut t
King- Lu 1
looking for external aid. In answer countered no obstacle.
Mexico.
joke." Suddenly she took the revol- general manager of the military de- ducts.
The lifting: craft Sply, fitted for according to a per.i:-tel- l
to an offer from the American Red
General Orozco was said to have ver from a bureau drawer and shot partment of the company, and the
ere. WiiicH
government, raising sunken siibmr!rine; cannot,
House: Met at noon.
Cross the Japanese
i
in I' i
had 40 men. Cattle men who crossed herself through the heart.
former and present managers of the
te cueen of
Rules committee deferred action on through American Ambassador Guili-rie- , i ( h tl t f i e of i lu d i t
, ii 1
- '
iri-vthe Rio Grande last nigiit and nrri ed Wood leaped across his niece's body company at the military headquarters proposed investigations of the Colcabled the following, re ejt 1 rre
It int rt1 a ti n - i
here today said General Orozco was and snatched up the weapon and shot in England,, and at Aldershot and at. orado and Michigan strikes.'
1
c r
e
t
f
today;'
t1 ro i i
at San Carlos yestardav and that he himself through the heart. Both died Salisburg Plain.
1 t
f
Consideration of the postoffice ap"The Japanesft Red Cro
took two Americans prisoner-- but re- - within a few minuter'.
When the court martial was about propriations bill continued.
a p
it 1
l 1
d 1
President Viscount Ilai
leased them after taking them 10
.
miles into the interior.
General Ynez SaUim., who was arrested at Sanderson, iM.sas, sesterday
by United States authorities, passed
A
through here today enroute to Mirfu,
where he will be arraigned nday before a United States commissioner on
I
an old warrant charging him with violation of the neutrality laws. Salazar
said he knew nothing about
PROVISIONAL
OF Two sheriffs and 30 soldi re vere DEMOCRATS OF Th
PRESIDENT
RULES COMMEXICO HAS A WIRELESS
MITTEE VOTE AGAINST ITS
guarding Salazar.
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SATURDAY, JANUARY

-

me
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GoveromcBt Official Shows How ihe CaU'e and Sheep Men Have
Been Benefited by the Regulations RestricfiEjj Grazing of
of LiveSlock in the Mountains He Asks the
stock Hen in Making Conditions Still Better Gives Valuable
Hints to Those Who Would Produce the Best Wool and Beef

Tl

on

Women's Lingerie Waists
Bad Effects of
made
The following
Unfortunately, however, many of
In Salt Lake City, Utah, before the
National Wool Growers association the areas which were added to the nathis period had
hy A. F. Potter, associate United tional forests during
been
overgrazod, and
badly
previously
States forester:
was evident that a material reducit
the
since
have
passed
years
Eight
forest service took charge of the na- tion must be made in the number of
tional forests and it seems opportune stock grazed there before damage to
at this time to review what has been the forest could be stopped, or berore
to secure any Imaccomplished. Our job to the main it would be possible
condition of the
in
the
is to protect this most valuable pub- provement
made
it
This
necessary first
range.
destruction
by
lic property against
natural agencies and to secure the of all to ascertain the extent to which
widest possible utilization of the for- the overcrowded condition of these
est products under a plan which ranges could be relieved by the trans
will preserve the permanent produc- fer of stock to other ranges and also
extent the damage
tiveness of the forests. In other to find out to what
could be checked by better manage
words, to preserve the forests and
make them add most to the public ment of the stock. A splendid oppor
was thus offered for construc
welfare.
Upon our success In this tunity
which would be of real subwork
tive
of
regard depends the permanence
It was a task not
benefit
secure
to
stantial
because
national
forests,
the
and hold the support of the people we alone for the forest servtee, but also
must manage their property in a man- for the stockmen, and how well it has
ner which Is generally satisfactory to been done is shown by the results.
of Stockmen Invited
them.
Right in the beginning the forest
When the first national forests, or
of the
forest reserves as they were called service invited the
rewith
and
them
stockmen
consulted
was
with
the
were
it
created,
then,
Idea only of keeping In government garding the practicability of the plans
ownership lands having valuable which were to be adopted. While it
stands of timber which should be was not always possible to agree, there
held to meet the future needs of the was generally a mutual advantageous
No provision was made for settlement of all questions Involved,
people.
even the utilization or sale of the ma- and most important of all, there grew
ture timber until several years after- up a feeling among the stockmen that
wards, and even then little thought the government desired to help bring
was riven to use of the other pro about a more stable condition of their
ducts and resources of the forests.! industry.
The greatest amount of damage on
While it was known that the lands
were being used to some extent for overgrazed ranges was due to the fact
the grazing of livestock, this was that prior to the inclusion' of these
looked upon as only a temporary use lands within the nationad forests there
which most likely would have to be was no legal authority for their con
disconunuea neiore any eiwutiuu ui trol. This usually meant that the
the forest or improvement in Its con feed belonged to the man who got
dition could he secured. Therefore, his stock on the land first. There was
the tendency was to restrict grazing no way, however, except physical
feed
very closely, particularly the grazing force, by which he could hold the
of sheep, and either prohibit it en- and prevent others from sharing in
tirely or treat it as something which its use. Under this system numbers
must ultimately be discontinued. This of stock largely in excess of the ca
was practically the situation at the pacity of the lands were grazed upon
time the national forests were trans them and with little thought or care
ferred to the department of agricul- except to get what "there was while it
ture and came under the jurisdiction lasted. It was natural that this con
ditio!! should lead to serious contro
of the forest service.
versy, and out of it grew many range
Forage Resources a Valuable Asset wars which often resulted in great
The outlook for the stockmen at loss of life and property. These dethat time was not a very bright one plorable conditions have been removand naturally many felt that the "main ed on the lands which were included
tenance of the national forests was within the national forests, for the
detrimental to their interests. It was simple reason that an authoritative
tealized in the begining by the forest means of control has been afforded
service that the forage resources of under which right instead of might
the national forests represented a val prevails. Had nothing else been ac
uable asset upon which not only the complished, the removal of this one
welfare of the stockmen but that of a evil has made the work worth while.
As an orderly use of the range was
large proportion of the people was deout
to
work
about
set
and
it
being brought about, an effort was
pendent,
a plan which would develop this re made to divide the range fairly be
source and promote its use to the full- tween the different kinds of stock and
est extent consistent with good forest the different owners. The stockmen
were called together in meetings and
management.
The first thing to be done was to so far as possible all questions were
open up for use many areas from settled by mutual agreement, the gov
which stock had been excluded and to ernment making arbitrary decisions
authorize grazing upon many areas only in cases where the stockmen
which had previously been unused. could not agree among themselves or
The next was to substitute full use of where it appeared necessary to pro
all areas added to the forests for the tect the public interests. Where It
earlier policy of restriction. The re was clear that' the ranges were being
sult was that during the first three overgrazed and the surplus stock
areai could not he taken care of hy re
years, or from 1905 to 1307, Ihe
ef the average grazing vnit was re-- , moval to otner ranges, tne neoessmy
or in other reductions were made gradually and
ducert about
words, the number of stoeit grazed so far as possible unnecessary loss
upon the national forests ,'n propor- and hardship were avoided.
tion to the area of the range increased Ranges Grazed at Wrong Seasons
It was found that under the former
about 60 per cent.

addre3 was

Over-Grazin- g
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The light of the Rayo Lamp is best for your eyes
and its appearance makes it an ornament in a room.
Q Lighted without removing chimney or shade,
p Easy to clean and rewick.
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At all dealers.
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Women's
Women's
Women's
Women's
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Coats
Coats
Coats
Coats
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Women's

One lot of Lingerie Waists in all styles either high or low neck,
.'
worth regular $2.50 each, now
....$1,75
One lot of Lingerie Waists in all desirable styles, worth up to $2.00
each, now$1,00

V-T-

worth
worth
worth
worth

Ready-to-We-

Garments

ar

$7.00 to $9.50 for
$10.00 to $15.00 for
$16.00 to $19,50 for
$20.00 to $31.50 for-

-

$2,08
4,93
7,89
.................... 9.98

Muslin Underwear

Misses and Children's Coats

During this sale we have placed our entire stock of Ladies Muslin
Underwear on sale at the enourmous reduction of

Our entire stock of Misses and Children's coats, in all styles and
colors, all sizes up to 14 years,' regular prices up to $8.50

13 off

the Regular Price

$2.98

Las Vbdaa'LGadinaSioro

Embroideries
in both edges and insertionsi
worth

Now

X

Sam.

'

If

.
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.

Laces
in Torchons, Valenciennes and
Cotton Cluny, a large variety of
widths and patterns worth 7
to 10c

fW

7c to 10c a yard

Special 3
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South SidcPla

Established

system, or rather lack of. system, need of livestock is water. It was
many of the ranges had been used at found that much could be done in
unseasonable times and that this had the way of Improving the stock wat
resulted in the loss of much forage. ering facilities on the national forests
An economical use of the forage and right in the beginning we start
plants and grasses can be secured ed cleaning out the seeps and springs,
only by a consideration of their nat- piping the water into troughs, buildural habits, and It Is just as disas- ing reservoirs and doing whatever
trous to place stock upon a range
before the forage crop has reached
a sufficiently mature stage of development to be ready for grazing as it
is to cut a field of hay or grain before
the proper time. Accordingly grazing periods were established to fit
the different districts and so far as
possible to meet the needs of the
being
stockmen, due consideration
given to the necessity for early grazing on lambing grounds and other
special conditions. On many of the
ranges the destruction of forage by
trampling So driving the stock about
In search of
feed and by placing
stock upon the range too early in the
season while the feed was Immature,
amounted to fully 30 per cent of the
crop. Under a systematic use; of the
range this loss was stopped and the
formerly wasted feed utilized for the
grazing of additional stock or fpr
putting the stock in better condition
of flesh. The result has been that
in many cases the stockmen have
been able to sell beef and mutton
from ranges which before were only
producing feeders and often poor ones
at that
Fences Recognized as Necessary
One of the greatest handicaps of
the stockmen using the open range
for raising cattle and horses had
been the prohibition of fencing, and
efforts to handle their stock through
thia means had often resulted in prosecutions for violation of the fence
laws.
That the proper handling of
cattle and horses requires the construction of fences in certain localities is recognized by all. Therefore
It was with much gratification that
the stockmen learned of the willing
ness of the forest service not only to
allow the fencing which was much
with them
needed, hut to
in the construction of such improve
ments. This has reduced the losses
from straying and thelt, but most
Important of all has enabled the
stockmen to successfully raise higher
grade stock and to get larger calf
crops. The construction of fences
has also been an important factor In
preventing the spread of diseases and
reducing the losses from poisonous
plants.
Early in the administration of the
forests It was found that pastures
were needed for holding stock which
was being gathered for transfer to
other ranges or for shipment to market and provision was made to meet
this need. The pasture privilege was
afterward extended to include pas
tures for saddle horses and pure bred
or graded stock and to give settlers
a way of holding a limited amount of
winter range adjacent to their
ranches. This regulation has been
taken advantage of very gnnerally
and the large number of pastures
which have been built under it show
in another way the advantages of a
proper control in the use of the
range.
Development of Water Facilitated
Next to grass the most important

else might help to increase or secure
a better use of the water supply.
During 1912 a report was secured
from each forest, covering the water
development work done since the forests were put voider administration
The figures secured show 676 water
development projects to the close of
1912.
Of these, 173 were developed
exclusively by the forest service, and
as many more in
with
permittees; and 320' sole'.y by the
gtockniefl.

;

'

.fpt

(

Complete figures aro not available
as to the new acreage of range
brought into utilization by this water
development, in Arizona and New
Mexico alone, however, 65,000 acres
o new range have been made avail
able by water projects deve'op-e.by
wiih
the forest service in
the stockmen, and 420,000 acres made
available by projects developa.I by
frjt mit tees a total of S",000 acres
of new range by water development
in these two states alone. A great
deal of water development done by
the forest service has been to secure
better management of range already
in use, which accounts for the small
acreage of new range brought into
use by water development. While
the acreage developed by the stock
men is large, this improvement may
be attributed almost wholly to the
forest service putting the grazing on
a substantial basis and assisting and
encouraging permittees to develop
water.
There Is still great possibility for
Improvement along this line. On the
Pecos forest there are 90,000 acres,
which would carry 5,000 cattle or
20,000 sheep, now unused, due to lack
of water, and that could be largely
developed by four dams costing
000 each. On the Tusayan
forest
there are 200,000 acres not fully util
ized which would carry 1,000 more
cattle If properly watered. The Sun
dance forest has 2,100 acres which
were made available by developing
four springs in 1913, and plans have
been made for developing 20 springs
in 1914. A great many of the forests
will show similar work in develop
ment accomplished and possible de
velopment in the future.
,

Reseeding the Range
Let me now tell you something of
what has been done in the way of
reseeding the ranges. In 1907 experiments In seeding range to cultivated
forage plants were initiated. To date
something over 500 experiments, covering 86 forests, have been initiated.
Prom these tests it has been learned
that artificial reseeding can be acon
only
complished economically
mountain meadow areas of good soil,
and alluvial bottoms along creeks, at
an altitude of not higher than within
500 to 1,000 feet of. timber line; also
that on these areas timothy is ordinarily' the best species and that one
year's protection from grazing is necessary after seeding.
The work under way on artificial

reseeding this year and that planned,
is to establish more definitely the
economic possibility of improving our
better soils by reseeding and possi
bly by irrigation. A number of observations and reports this year show
that at a very small cost for divert
ing the water at the heads of mead
ows and scattering It out over the
area, then seeding the area to timothy,, the forage crop has been in
creased about 100 to 400 per cent, In
many cases far beyond the cost of
the labor.

Special 3c

of the sheep were handled under a further
system of returning to the same bed head.

increase of several thousand.
'

i.

as many times as the forest
There has been some difficulty in
service would allow, which in a great getting the herders to adopt this new
many instances was more than six system for the reason that it means
harder work, but experience has
nights provided by the regulations.
At the present time there are a shown that after the sheep get used
number of forests where almost with- to the open system of herding they
out exception the sheep are never re- are no harder to handle than under
turned to one bed ground more than the close herding system. AH good
one or two nights, and on nearly all herders take a pride in having their
the grazing forests, at least a part sheep look well and there is often the
of the sheepmen have been persuaded keenest kind- of competition among
to adopt this method, and the result them in getting their herd on to the
Best Method of Improvement
invariably is an average increase of best bedding ground. As such herd
This method of procedure, how- about five pounds in the weight of ers come to realize that it means betever, is both slow and expensive and the lambs, and I should say an in- ter sheep they voluntarily adopt the
the greater part of our range lands crease of 10 to 25 per cent in carry- open
herding system out of pride in
must be Improved toy protection 'and ing
capacity of the ranges. An in- securing the best possible results.
natural reseeding, at least within the crease of five pounds per lamb for
Other Investigations
next 20 years, until we. know more 5,000,000 lambs would mean 25,000,-00- 0
The forest service is carrying on
about artificial reseeding. Our in
pounds added to the sheepmen's many other studies and experiments
vestigations have established beyond salable product ana the country's with a view to
helping the stockmen
doubt that natural reseeding can be meat
secure a better utilization of the forsupply.
accomplished best by a rotation sys
The Case of the Madison Forest
age resources of the national forests
tem of grazing, based upon the sim
The best example of what has been and to raise more and better stock.
pie principle that after the vegetation
in the way of adopting In 1911 a systematic range
has matured its seed, approximately accomplished
this system is perhaps the Madison
was begun to learn the exfrom August 15 to September 15,
forest With perhaps one or two mi- act proportion of the forest land which
aids
in
grazing
scattering and plant nor exceptions the sheep on this for- was suitable for
grazing and to find
ing seed. A report recently received est are handled without
returning to out the character of the different
from the supervisor of the Hayden
one camp more than two nights. In ranges; the kind3 of
grasses and
forest on the experiment started there
1912 the supervisor submitted figures
plants growing in each locality; the
in 1910 with one acre absolutely un
and statements from sheepmen show- kind of stock to which
they were
protected yearlong against grazing,
19 acres protected until after seed ing that the advantage of this meth best adapted; and in fact; to get all of
od over the old method of returning the Information which
would be of
maturity and then grazed, and out to bed
grounds was from five to 15 value in promoting the fullest possiside range unprotected, shows that
difference in the lambs, with ble use of the lands. Over 5,000,000
the vegetation on the
tract apounds
difference in the con acres have already been covered
corresponding
grazed each fall is approximately 50
by
dition
ewes. Sheepmen esti this survey. Aside from
of
the
cent
the actual
better than the range with
per
out protection. This means that the mated this advantage to be from 2D acreage covered this work has acto 50 cents a 'head on the sheep. In complished
ranges can be Improved faster in ise
something even greater
than they can be in idleness. This 1913 we planned to get an experi by starting systematio, intelligent
mental comparison of sheep handled study and classification "of
principle is being rapidly adopted on
the ranges
of
the other forests and is se under the new system and sheep han on practically all of the grazing for
many
dled under the old system on the Mad ests. The
result will be more equitcuring excellent results: In niy estl
mation this system offers great en ison forest. When the test came the able disteibutlon of range (between;
couragement In range improvement, supervisor could not get any permit permittees, improvement in managefor the reason that there is almost tee to return to the old system for ment of the stock, utilization of unno waste of forage and consequently experimental purposes without pay used range and
Intelligent develop-men- t
the stockmen suffer no loss in adopt ing a bonus of 50 cents a head. One
of the range lands to their
lug it. It gives better results than permittee finally consented to return highest use. The. success which we
total exclusion of the stock and it to the old system provided he were al have had in all this work has been
prevents the accumulation of coarse, lowed 100 head of sheep free of due largely to the hearty
unusable forage, an other lnflam charge in addition to his permit. A of the stockmen, and I wish to
take
mable material which is a menace to total of seven head were carefully this
opportunity to express my apprethe forests. This principle can be observed during the season, the acre ciation of the assistance
you have
worked into the management of every age of range used by each band was given us. We are
particularly
grate.
pifece of range on national forests mapped and compared, and lambs in ful for the good work done bv the
ad.
and will be fundamental as long as each band were weighed and, marked visory boards
of the different local
at the beginning of the season and
we have range management.
associations and of this association.
New Open System of Handling 8heep again weighed at the close of the sea- and I am
sure that with a continua
Our experimental work in methods son to determine growth. The average tion
of your support we shall be able
of handling stock has been confined gain per day of the lambs under the to solve all the
problems which have
mainly to sheep. By far the most new system was .43 pounds as com- troubled us in the past and
make our
Important phase of this work has pared with .38 pounds made by work of real value to the
stockmen..
been the development and practical lambs under the old system, a net
application of what Is now known as gain of .05 per day per head in favor
the "blanket system," "bedding out of the new system. At 5 cents a
How's Thlsf
system," or "new method" of handling pound this difference amounted to
We offer One Hundred Dollars w.
sheep, which is simply open, quiet 22 cents per head for a period of ward for any case of Catarrh that
herding during the day mad bedding 90 days. On a band of sheep con- cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
the sheep where night overtakes taining 1,000 lambs, therefore, it Cure.
P. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
them. "We started a vigorous cam would amount to $225
We, the undersigned, hava known
during the
paign for the adoption of this change grazing' season of 90 days; in addi F. J. Cheney for the last IS
in the handling of sheep in 1909, tion the difference in conditions of believe him perfectly honorable in nil
business transactions and financially
based largely upon the result of the the lambs would
probably result in a aoie to
out any obligations
coyote-proopasture experiments In higher price for the better lambs made by carry
his firm.
the Wallowa national forest, Oregon". raised under the new system.
NATIONAL BANK OP COMMERCE,
At that time this method of neces
Toledo. O.
This change in method of handling
sity was largely employed in the has been, in a large part, responsible Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Internalacting directly upon the blood and
southwest, and elsewhere by a few for the building up of the Madison ly,
mucoiiB surfaces of the system. Ten.
of the most successful sheep com forest
and enabling us to Increase the timoninlfl sent free. Price 7.1 pnta
panies, such as Woods Livestock com- number of sheep grazed from 90,000 per bottle. Sold hy all druggists.
Taite Hail's Family FI Is for consti
pany. Aside from these cases, most head to 107,000
head, with a possible pation. Adv.
ground
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FOR THE GRIP
Peruna Is Sometimes Used With
Good Results
..

A great many
people use Peruna for the grip.
Some use it as
soon as the grip
begins, taking it
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HEAD OF AUTO MANUFACTURING
CONCERN ONCE STOKED

BOXERS

r -

Detroit, Mich., Jan. 17. Henry
Ford, president of the Ford Motor
company of this city, who astonished
the Industrial world a week or two
ago by the announcement of his plan
toi share $10,000,000 of 1914 profits
with employes, has suddenly become
one of the most talked about men In
'
the country.
Doubtless many persons heard the
name of Henry Ford for the first time
when they read of this plan to divide
millions among bis employes as. a
method of taking dividends In goodwill.
Others, perhaps, already had
heard of a man named Ford who was
among the pioneer Inventors and
manufacturers of motor cars.
But of the man himself very little
has heen learned by the general public. While spending millions yearly
to gain publicity for the products of
fcis factories Mr. Ford has displayed
qual zeal In avoiding publicity for
himself.
It seems hardly credible that a man
who has built up one of the largest
industries in America, a man who
employs nearly 30,000 men and worn-ea man who pays today the third
largest Income tax of any man in the
name
world, should not have his
mentioned in the ordinary reference
books containing biographies of the
"men of the day."
Scarcely more than a decade ago
Henry Ford was a working machinist.
In his small circle of friends and
acquaintances he was known as a
mechanical genius. He was always
tinkering with tools and machines
and drawing plans of his "inventions."
Among the latter was a threshing
machine. It was probably a good
threshing machine, but Ford did not
profit financially from his invention.
His friends gave him credit for his
genius, but few of them ever thought
he would amount to much as a money
maker.
about
Slight In ibfiiild, weighing
150 pounds, quick and active as a
boy, Mr. Ford has the appearance of
being much younger than his 50
years would warrant. His1 birthplace
was on a farm in the village of Dearborn, about six miles from Detroit.
Here he spent his boyhood and early
youth. He attended the country
school during the few winter months
and in the summer earned money by
driving a threshing machine or doing
other work on the farm.
Coming to Detroit, owing to the
removal of his parents to this city,
rytoung Ford was employed as an assistant engineer In the electrio lighting plant. He ran a dynamo and during his liesure time made the first
jsoline engine, of which he had long
dreamed. Following his employment
with the electric lighting company
the young engineer went to work for
the Detroit Auto company, famous
for the construction of but one automobile, known as ''399." The company existed but one year and was
a complete failure. Undaunted by
th's and encouraged by his wife Ford

L Mrs.

3

during the acute
stage of the dis-- e
a s e, Claiming
for it great efficacy in shorten- big the disease.

ana

the largest of its Kind m the world.
Completed automobiles are turned
out at the rate of one every few
minutes; Ecouomy of construction is
the main idea. One machine has
been installed in the great plant that
enables one man to, perform tne
work formerly done by 45 men. In
the neighborhood of 30,000 working
men and women are on the Ford pay
roll. There has never been a strike
among the employes and the demand
for work by applicants Is constant.
Mr. Ford is always spoken of as a
man who "does good that no one
knows about," and as an example is
given Valley Farm, a part of the old
Ford homestead in Dearborn, on
which are living about two dozen
boys. ' These lads have been taken
off the streets of Detroit by Ford.
During the winter they attend the
district school and are clothed and
fed by their benefactor. They are in
charge of a man and in the summer
work on the farm.

i in oh nrtan 4n0
Jane Gift the atter
stages
Many people take it after they have
had the grip. Their convalescence is
slow. They have suffered along for a
month or two, without any signs of
complete recovery. Then they resort
to Peruna as a tonic, with splendid
results.
Mrs. Jane Gift, R. F. D. lj Athens,
Ohio, whose portrait appears above,
writes: "I think I would have been
dead long ago If It had not been for
Peruna. Six years ago I had la grippe
very bad. The doctor came to see
me every day, but I gradually grew
worse. I told my husband I thought
I would surely die if I did not get YOU'RE BILIOUS AND
relief soon.
"One day I picked up the newspaper and accidentally fohnd a testiCOSTIVE! -- "CASCARE1 S"
monial of a woman who had been
cured of grip by Peruna. I told my
husband I wanted to try it. He went
directly to the drug store and got a SICK HEADACHE OR SOUR STOMbottle of Peruna. I could see the imACH. MEANS SLUGGISH LIVER
provement In a very short time ana
AND BOWELS
was soon able to do my work. I continued using It until I was entirely
cured."
box now.
Get a
Mr. Victor Patneaude, 328 Madison
Bad Taste, IndigesFurred
Tongue,
"Twelve
writes:
St, Topeka, Kas.,
Sallow
Skin
Miserable Headand
I
severe
tion,
a
had
of
la
attack
years ago
grippe and I never really recovered aches come from a torpid liver and
my health and strength, but grew
which i. cause your
weaker every year, until I was unable clogged bowels,
stomach to become filled with undito work.
"Two years ago I began using Pegested food, which sours and fettnents
runa and it built up my strength so like garbage In a swill barrel. That's
that In a couple of months I was able the first
step, to untold misery indito go to work again. This winter I
had another attack of la grippe, but gestion, foul gases, bad breath, yellow
Peruna soon drove It out of my sysskin, mental fears, everything that Is
tem. My wife and I consider It a
horrible and nauseating. A Cascaret
household remedy."
tonight will give your constipated
who
Those
object to liquid medicines can now obtain Peruna Tablets. bowels a thorough cleansing and
Ask Your Druggist for Free Peruna straighten you out by morning. They
box
work while you sleep a
Lucky Day Almanac for 1914.
from your druggist will keep yon
for months. Millions of
built his first car the following year. feeling good
women
take a Cascaret now
and
men,
This was in the year 1595.
their stomach, liver
to
then
and
keep
Early In life Mr. Ford was mar- and bowels regulated, and never know
ried to Clara Bryant, the daughterof
a miserable moment. Don't forget
a farmer living near his early home
the children their little insldes need
in Dearborn. To his wire Mr. Ford
a
good, gentle cleansing, too. Adv.
gives much of the credit of his success in building the first gasoline enColds to be Taken Seriously
gine to take the place of the horse.
Tntfiiiieent neoDle realize that com
He speaks of his wife as "the be- mon colds should be treated promptly,
liever," and she is the one always If there is sneezing ana cnimnesu
consulted when any new plans are with hoarseness, tickline throat and
coughing, begin promptly the use of
under way.
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound. It
Mr. Ford experienced considerable is
effective, pleasant to tane, cnecKs
vniri
and Rtons the cough whicn
difficulty when he started out to raise
the
capital to build his first factory tor causes loss of sleep and lowers anu
the manufacture of automobiles. Fin- vital resistance. O. (J. scnaeier
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
ally he succeeded in getting together
which
with
dollars
a few thousand
MAIDEN TRIP OF NEW LINE
he started operations. His success
Jan. 17. The steamship
Liverpool.
Bewas marvelous from the start.
for the Canadian ser
built
fore long he was in a position to raise Alsatian,
vice of the Allan line, sailed from
all the capital of which he had need.
on her maiden trip to
His factory grew like the beanstalk here today
Alsatian is a vessel of
The
Halifax.
in the nursery tale. New buildings
18.000 tons and has a peed of 20
and additions were put up almost
A sister ship, the Calg&rian,
knots.
over night. Still the capacity of the
is
completed and will be
practically
works was unequal to the demands.
service between Liver
the
One mammoth building after another placed in
next month.
Halifax
and
pool
was added until today the plant Is
faa good sized city in itself. The
Chronic Constipation Cured
mous Krupp plant at Essen, Germany,
worst
'FMva vears aeo I had the
is not so extensive, nor does it em- case of chronic constipation I ever
rl Chamberlain's
Tablets
ploy so many men, although Krupp
has most of the governments of the cured me," writes S. F. Fish; Brook
lyn. Mich. For sale Dy U aeaiens.
world as customers. .
Adv.
The Ford plant Includes the largest
machine shop in the world. The big ORGANIZE TO BOOM LOUISIANA
engine that drives the machinery is
Baton Rogue, La., Jan. 17. Organi
zation of the Louisiana State Cham
ber of Commerce was completed here
today at a conference held In connection with the Louisiana
fair. The new organization will embrace trade and agricultural bodies
in every county of Louisiana. Its ef
forts will be directed towards the
of the state's resources by
attracting capital and desirable
especially
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whiskey
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The next time you feel "out of sorts," try a little Sunny
The Pure Food Whiskey Almost instantly you will note
a delightful change You will work harder and Earn More you
will feel better and Enjoy Life More. No other tonic acts so
promptly and satisfactorily. That's why today after fifty years
Sunny Brook The Pure Food Whiskey can point with pride
to a legion of Loyal friends, who recognize that, on account of
its exquisite flavor, its mellowness and high tonic properties,
Sunny Brook justly merits its proud title The Pure Food Whiskey.
Each bottle of Sunny Brook is sealed with the Green Government Stamp a positive assurance that every drop is natural,
and carefully aged by the
straight whiskey scientifically distilledworld.
Iwrwt tlUtiUfra of fine whither in the
Brook

.
,

...

SUNNY BROOK Is now bottled with our own rented
uw Dutltt
or
Twister" stoppers. One hvist
tight. No Need for Cork Screw.

Genoa! Distributor, Albuquerque, N. Mejc.

"

TO BEGIN SPEER INQUIRY
Macon, Ga., Jan. 17. The
of the house judiciary com-

mittee is expected .to arrive here Monday from Washington to begin the investigation; ilnto the charges made
against Judge Emory Speer, United
States judge for the southern district
of Georgia. The charges were brought
more than a year ago hut the inves-gatio-n
has been delayed because of
Judge Speer's Illness. After finishing
the hearing in this city the subjoinmitee will tak& testimony in Augusta,
Savannah and other places.
Only One "BROMO QUININE"
That Is LAXATIVE BROMO QUININE.
W.
Look for the signature
GROVE. Cures a cold in one day,
Cures grip in two days. 25s, Adv.
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THIS

UflilKI'S

IS BOUT NEXT WEEK HIS FIRST

AT CHAMPIONSHIP
IN 15 YEARS

champions in the lightweight division
Cans, NelBon and .Wolgast ana now
hopes to see the crown fall from the

head of the present titlholder.
It is scarcely surprising that the
little veteran of the ring is Impatient
for the gong to call him into action
for the one battle that he has heen
longing for during these many years.
For a long time Murphy has been lan
beled an old man of the game, a
ready for the gate. But every
time the critics have had him tagged
for the discard he has come back with
a line of speed that has caused them
to retract their statements. During
the year just closed he took part in
no fewer than three gruelling battles
that would have put inany a younger
man in the junk heap for keeps. All
three of these bouts took place in
San Francisco, where he is now hilled
to meet Ritchie.
Frankie Burns and Ad Wolgast
were Murphy's chief victims during
1913.
After 17 rounds' of fast and
furious fighting, the Harlem boy put
Burns down for the count. He next
took on Ad Wolgast and fought him
20 rounds to a draw. The pair met
again a short time later and Murphy
was declared the winner at the end
of 20 rounds.
"Good living and regular habits"
Is the explanation offered by Tommy
for his long and successful career in
the ring. While working as a hoy In
a glass factory for $3.50 a week he
was given a chance as a "prelim"
fighter at the old Polo"' Boxing club
in this city. The purses ranged all
the way from $1 to $3, according to
the Importance of the bout. On one
occasion youjjg Murphy knocked out
three boys in one night and fully expected to pull down $9 for his work.
His disappointment when the promoter handed him $3,' a dollar a knock
out, may be imagined.
Tfiough his early fights profited
him little in the way of money Murphy kept hard at the game. He was
determined to succeed and he carried
out his determination in a manly
fashion. Today the little fellow who
was once glad of an opportunity to
knock 'em out at a dollar a throw is
now drawing $o50 a month In rent
money from a string of dwelling
houses he owns in Brooklyn.
Murphy was born in Harlem on
April 13, 18S5. At the age of 13 he
had the number of every boy In his
neighborhood when it came to scrapping. At 15 he blossomed out as a
simon-purHe first got his name in
the record books in 1903, when he
knocked out Terry Young In five
rounds, "Kid" Dooley in one round,
Frank Leonard In two rounds, Joe
Sheppard In two rounds, and boxed a
no decision foout with "Kid"
has-bee-

d

Beebe.

The next year the Harlem
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Baltimore, Md. "I am more than STATE'S DISPLAY AT SAN DIEGO
glad to tell what Lydia E. Pinkham's
WILL INCLUDE REGULAR
Vegetable
"MOVIE" SHOW
did for me.
suffered
I
dreadful
'; Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 17 The Wo
pains and was very
irregular. I became man's auxiliary committee, which is
alarmed and sent for to take hold of the educational ex
1
I
Lydia E. Pinkham's
ExPanama-Californi- a
Com- hibit at the
Vegetable
has
San
at
organized
Diego,
pound. I took it reg- position
ularly until I was for an energetic campaign. At a meet
It Is a pity more women An not know c
without a cramp or ing held in Santa Fe, the following Mother's Friend.
Ht?re
a rwntly Uiat soften
fnabk'H turm to eipHnii wUhoBE-- .
the
and
felt like executive committee was chosen: any muKclwi,
pain
strain non the ligatoi'nta ami euat'irf.
women to iro Uiromrh maternity without, pa'n
another person, and
naiiaea, morning sickness or any of the dreads
it has now been six months since 1 took Mrs. A. B. McMillen of Albuquerque;
symptoms so tamiiinr to many mothers.
VeLas
East
Tltere 1h no foolish diet to h.ira8 the mini.
any medicine at alL I hope my little Mrs. W. J. Fugate of
The tttoUKhta do not dwell upon pma and suf
note will assist you in helping other wo- gas; Mrs. R. F. Asplund, Miss Flora ferlntf.
for all Rueh are avoided. Thousands o0
themselves
to the,
men. I now feel perfectly well and in Conrad and Miss Aurora Lucero of women no loiiKor refilmi
thought that eiekne8 and distress are Datnral.
the best of health." - Mrs. August Santa Fe. Mrs. Fugate was elected They
know better, for iu Mother's Friend they
have found a wonderful. penetrHtinK remedy tot
W. Kondner, 1632 Hollins Street, Balail tlione dreaded experiences.
president, Mrs. Asplund secretary, and Itanfah
It Is a subject every woman Miould be faml
timore, Md.
A liar with, and even though be. may not reiui?
Miss Lucero, assistant secretary.
a remedy, she will now and then meets
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com- member of the committee has been wioh
some proiieottve mother to whom & word lia
pound, made from native roots and
time about Mother's Friend will come aa a won
biesHlntf.
This famous remedy Is aii
herbs, contains no narcotic or harmful appointed for each of the 26 counties derful
l.oo a ix.Hiief
by all druintiHts. and Is only
holds the record of of the state and all have accepted It Is for external uae only, and is really worthl
drugs, and y
to the Ur.i"
In gold.
Write
Its
welslit
being the most successful remedy for with enthusiasm and pledges of ener- field Regulator Co., 1'2T -Ijnusr iUUg., Atlanta,.
ols.
female ills we know of, and thousands getic work except in San Juan coun-t- Ca., tor a most valuab'of voluntary testimonials on file in the
where Mrs. J. G. Swlnney found It
Pinkham laboratory at Lynn, Mass.,
to serve and Governor rect impressions of the educational
impossible
seem to prove this fact
McDonald
appointed Mrs. R. M. Jack- facilities of New Mexico. The state
For thirty years it has been the standcounty-schoof education,
In
son
her
place, and In Sandoval department
ard remedy for female ills, and has restate
school
and
a
authorities
stored the health of thousands of women county, where Mrs. Bonifacio Monto-yactheir
boards
who have been troubled with such ailhave
pledged
In
Sister
of
favor
already
Mary
resigned
ments as displacements, inflammation, of the Loretto convent.
tive
ulceration, tumors, irregularities, etc.
Emerson Twitchtell,
Colonel
If you want special advice president ofRalph
EASILY DECIDED
has out
the
commission,
write to Lydia E. Pinkham Med-ci- ne lined to the
com This Question Should be Answered"
committee
auxiliary
Co., ( confidential ) Lynn,
Easily by East Las Vegas People
lass. Your letter will be opened, prehensive plans for the educational WTiich
Is wiser to have confidence
cad and answered by a woman exhibit which is to disprove once and
of your
iu
the
opinions
id held in strict confidence.
for all the too current impression that
of
know, or depend a
you
people
eduIts
in
backward
New Mexico is
met Frankie Neil, who then held the cational facilities. At the same time, statements made by utter strangers rey
bantamweight title. But Tommy was the exhibit is to be lifted above the siding In
places? Read the
not considered as a principal in a
following:
mere
of
fair
display
ordinary county
A. Underwood, 806 National avenue.
championship affair in those days and specimens from the school
room.
no de
the battle went as a
Las Vegas, N. M, says: "Dean's
East
and
note
Beauty is to he Its dominant
cision contest. In 1905 Murphy knock.
Pills, which I got at the Center
Kidney
to
the
m
mam
of
conception
unityed out George Dixon in two rounds
Block
Pharmacy, brought me relief
entire affair. In each county the puand was himself put down for the
and kidney trouble.
from
backache
hissome
to
asked
stage
pils will he
count by Terry McGovern. By knock toric
pageant or play which will be Since then, I have used them oft and
ing out Tommy Mowatt and Benny reproduced by means of moving pic- on, whenever I have needed a kidney
Yanger the next year Tommy showed tures and for the background of medicine and they have done good,
that he was there In the role of a which the school facilities in each lo- work. If my kidneys aren't acting
"come-back.- "
cation are to be featured. Each mem- ust right, or my back Is aching, I
to.
From 190G to the present time Mur- ber of the
auxiliary committee will can depend on Doan's Kidney Pills
phy has met nearly every boxer of see to It that her county is well rep- drive away these ailments. I have renote in the lightweight division. He resented. In addition, fine stereopti1-co- commended Doan's Kidney Pills to a
fought Battling Nelson and Ad Wol
slides are to be made of school great many people and all have been
gast, but at a time when neither held buildings, play grounds,
libraries, well satisfied with them. When I
the championship. sHe has won and churches and whatever illustrates the take cold, It seems to settle on my
'
lost in bouts with Owen Moran and
advantages of each community in the kidneys, causing a slight attack of
has fought a draw and lost to Packey
a
few dose
such
backache.
At
times,
The
and
culture.
way of education
McFarland.
higher Institutions of learning are to of Doan's Kidney Pills have always
Murphy will have the advantage of have a prominent part in this and fixed me up In good shape."
ring expereince In his coming bout daily exhibitions of these slides and
For sale by all dealers. Price 59
with Ritchie, but despite this fact the
Foster-iMilburCo., Buffalo.
moving pictures are to he given In oents.
majority of critics seem Inclined to the grand auditorium of the New Mex- New York, sole agents for the United.;
believe he will have little chance to ico
;
building at San Diego where it is States.
defeat the champion. They are of the
and;
Remember the
expected millions of visitors will see
opinion that "youth will prevail," and them and carry home with them eor--: take no other. Adv.
that Murphy with his 29 years will be
old Rltchia.
easy picking for
And yet, Tommy has fooled the wise
7T
ones hefore now, and he might but
perhaps it will be 3ust as well to wait
until January 23 to finish the dope
on the old hoy.

Hopes Her Statement, Made Pullie,
will Help Otter Women.
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USE ALLEN'S

Mines, Ala. "I must confess", says
Mrs. Eula Mae Reid, of this place, "that
Cardui, the woman's tonic, has done me
a great deal of good.
Before I commenced using Cardui, I
would spit up everything 1 ate. I had a
tired, sleepy feeling all the time, and was
I could hardly drag around,
irregular.
and would have severe headaches continuously.
Since taking Cardui, I have entirely
quit spitting up what I eat. Everything
seems to digest all right, and 1 have
gained 10 pounds in weight."
If you are a victim of any of the numerous His so common to your sex, it is
wrong to suffer.
For half a century, Cardui has been relieving just such ills, as is proven by the
thousands of letters, similar to the above,
which pour into our office, year by year.
Cardui is successful because it is composed of ingredients which actspecihcally
on the womanly constitution, and helps
build the weakened organs back to health
and strength.
Cardui has helped others, and will help
you, too. Get a bottle today. You
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
won't regret it Your druggist sells it.
This remedy tins no superior for
It Is pleasant tc
Wri! to : Chattanmr Medicine Co.. Ladl" Ad- coughs and colds.
Term., fur Spec-it d Iff take.
no
contains
visory Dept.. Chattanooga,
opium or other
It
case
"Hnms
and
on
your
book,
ffnwrhVm
xt always cures. For sale
treaUneM fw Wosaffl," Mot In plain wiapper. NtiUS narcotic,
by all dealers. Adv.
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HEARING ON LINCOLN MEMORIAL

Washington, Jan. 17. Persons Inter
ested in the construction of the two- million-dolla- r
Lincoln memorial In
West Potomac park were given a
hearing before Secretary of War Gar
rison today. The secretary of war is
charged with the responsibility of
making the contracts for the construction of the memorial. The Lincoln
memorial commission, of which former President Taft is chairman and
former Senator Cullom the resident
commissioner, has recommended that
contracts he made with the George
A. Fuller Company for erecting the
superstructure and with M. E. Comer
of Toledo, O., for building the foundation. The bids of these two call
for the nse of Colorado yule marble
as the chief material for the memorial.
Southern representatives In congress
have filed protests against the acceptance of these bids on the ground that
Georgia marble is equally as good as
the Colorado prcduct and can be delivered in Washington at a much lower figure. .

's
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FOOT-EAS-

The antiseptic powder to be shaken
into the shoes. If you want rest and
comfort for tired, aching, swollen,
It
sweating feet, use Allen Foot-Easrelieves corns and bunions of all pain
and prevents blisters, sore and callous spots. Just the thing for Dancing Parties, Patent Leather Shoes, and
for Breaking In New Shoes. ' It is the
greatest comfort discovery of the age.
Try it today. Sold everywhere, 25c:
Don't accept any substitute. For
FREE trial' package, address Allen S.
fighter
Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y.

GQIESSIQ,'!
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Cowl-pou-

New York, Jan. 17. When Tommy
Murphy faces Champion Willie Ritchie
in Coffroth's arena in San Francisco
next week it will be the first opportunity that the Harlem lad has had
to battle for the title during his ca
reer of nearly fifteen years as'a fighter. Murphy has been fighting contin
uously since 1900 and has participat
ed in something like 175 battles. He
has seen the rise and fall of three

e.
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FiCiyiS

TO BOOST

Quickly Yielded To Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound.

BOXER
CHANCE

I0VING

IGKI2ESS

VETERAN

2.

Joints that ache, muscles that are
drawn or contracted should be treat
SNOW LINIed with BALLARD'S
MENT.
It penetrates to the spot
where It Is needed and relieves suffering. Price 25c, BOc and L00 per
bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co.

17, 1914.
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when one discovers what comfort,
what air of good taste and even luxury is afforded by electric light at so
little cost. Its adaptability permits
the location of lamps or fixures
where an abundance of light is most
needed, yet preserving the rcstful-nes- s
of shadow. The result is economy of light with a comfort and
effectiveness afforded by no other
illuminate.
Test the merit of electric
lighi by wiring your house
NOW. There is no time like

ithe

present.
-
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oi'ikial minority report world without
would
Aleu ami women
be
uud.
trampled to death at 7 o'clock, election
morning, trying to get at the polls to
cast the first vote against him and
at night perfectly good citizens, kind
fathers and indulgent husbands, would
risk a jail sentence to got in at least
ten votes against him as repeaters.
It may he that the progressive party
needs a goat, but the demand doesu't
require a Billygoat! Now is the time
for all good men to come to the aid
of the party. But this man White is
hama shoulder-galled-,
'
,
strung,
g
old stager who, in addition to being no good for draft and
general purposes, has" the political
heaves, pink eye
bots,
and epizootic. Moreover, he is locoed
and has other detects. People in the
state may be fooled by the doped gait
and fancy steps of this man White.
But we know of him. And if he is a
candidate for governor or for any
other office,. we propose to tell the
truth about him hov. he robbed the
county with a padded printing bill,
how he offered to trade off his sup
port to a congressman for a government building, how he has blackmailed
good citizens, and haa run a
disreputable newspaper in this
town for 20 years, and has grafted off
business men, and sold fake mining
stock, and advocated anarchy and as- sassination. aneserare mit a lew preliminary things that occur to us as
the moment passes. But if his fool
friends insist on playing up this self- advertising game for linn any longer,
we propose to abandon 20 years of
guarded innuendo, and prattling "subterfuge, and come out with the real
facts. We shall speak plainly hereafter.
A word to the wise should gather
no moss:

BPiC
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E. Romero's Dance
To Be Big Affair
The E. Roihtrc Hose and Fire com-

SEES WHOLE TOWN DANCING

THAT POPULAR "TAWNGO"

pany is worklnhard, formulating
plans for its annual mask; 'ball to be
hoase on
at the Duncan
given
SOCIETY WRITER THINKS IT WILL NOT.BE LONG the night of. Februaryopera
23. ,,The firePublished by
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
ARE FORGOTTEN men plan to give the most interUNTIL WALTZ AND TWO-STE- P
(Incorporated.)
esting fance of .this Kind given in Las
111 fares the land, ,
tango skirt and tango slippers tied Vegas since the first' baile was anwith tango ribbons. They already nounced by the early Spanish settlers.
It really has no chance,
Editor.
IX M. PADGETT
have decided to make .arrangements All the decorations and other features
Where people leave
for little sister to learn the dance as) will be original, while the attendance
Their meals to
tango prance
soon as possible, and the whole house- undoubtedly will be tne largest the
I gulped down
the oysters with fe- hold Is enthused over the many steps. firemen have enjoyed in the thirty-odEven the cat does the "Society Skip" years of the history of their organizaverish haste.
around the kitchen , trying to dodge tion.
Then speedily got from
Entered at the postofflca at East
the table-I- the cook and
The dance is to be given on Febmaid, who are practicmy mouth there still
gjbn Vegas, New Mexico, for tranlingered the ing when
they ought to be doing the ruary 23, for the reason that Washing- slation t&fough the United SUtes
horseradish taste,
"clean-up'- !
on the dishes.
As I went
V:.idis as second class matter.
ton's Birthday, on which the firemen
h
through tie tango wtth
The tango is 'charming if gracefulllyj usually give their dance comes on
Mabel.
done, and from what has been seen of Sunday. This has occurred before in
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
I bolted the bouillon
as faBt as could the dance in Las Vegas, it is not vul- the 32 years that the firemen have
Daily, by Carrier
gar in any way. It may lack the slow their dances, and, as heretofore, .vill
he,
$ .t'5
Per Copy
And vulgarly blew
grace of the old minuet, but it's inter- make little difference in the pleasure
it to chill it
J.5
QQ9 Week
A Castle walk Jennie
and it's a pleasure to dance it. of the dance.
had promised esting
.65
vV
.
C& Month
- However,
one big mistake is being
to
Las Vegas people interested in the
me,
7.60
C;2 Year
made by nearly everyone in connec- tango and rag dances are practicing;
And she. was dead
eager to kill it.
Daily, by Mall
tion with this dance. Most people for this dance, as a prize will be given
6.00
J
0 year (in advance).
when it really for the best tangoer and ragger on
I swallowed a bone of
it
pronounce
3.00
the fish that
CTx Months (in advance)
should be pronounced something like the. floor. This feature of the baile
I had.
7.50
C?we Year (In arrears)
"
If you can learn to is not only original, but will furnish
this:
For Annabelle me, was
2 Months (In arrears)
3.75
awaiting.
And I Inwardly, secretly cursed at master the dance and then learn to great amusement for the spectators.
speak the word tango correctly, then
the shad,
Undoubtedly the E. Romeros' dance
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
you have a right to make a big blow, will be a big affair, and the firemen
All the time we were hesitating.
for you are really among the select.
)
;ROWER
i
...
say they will spare no trouble and ex
$2.00
line Year ...
4 4 4
I was anxious to linger awhile o'er
pense to make this year's baile bu-Jx Months
1.00
,
Sophomores Entertain
the meat,
Derior in every way to any other
at the High School
To leave it untouched was a'
dance of the kind ever given in this
pity;
Last night at the. High school the
But I had to get up once again on
(Cash in Advance for Mall
;,.!
city..
Sophomore class of that institution
Subscriptions)
;',j my feet,
4 (
entertained the other classes and the Mrs. Smith Entertains
Eemit by check, draft or money
jwas booked with a' maxixe with
n
1 "'kitty?''
rder. If sent otherwise we will not
members of the faculty at a party.
Tuesday Bridge Club
.o
the
of
various
responsible for loss.
games
During
evening
)
The Tuesday Afternoon Bridge club
I am fond of the
Specimen copies free on application.
dance, whether kinds were played. The evening was met with Mrs. H. M. Smith at a de
closed by the serving of refreshments.
fancy or plain;
lightful session. Following the game
And
This party is the second that has refreshments were served. Present
the
are
hours
night
XL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
rapidly''
been given this year at the school and were Mrs.
speeding;
EXPIRATION OF TIME
Charles W. G. Ward, Mrs.
But darned if I'll ever let dancing a number of others are being planned Arthur
PAID FOR
Ilfeld, Mrs. Charles P. Trumby the, different classes to he given bull, Miss Mildred Browne, Mrs. Clifagain
Interfere quite so much with my in the near .future.
4
ford S. Losey, Mrs. F. R. Lord, Mrs.
Advertisers are guaranteed the
:
Present were Superintendent ) and H. W. Miller, Mrs. E. N.
feeding.
A
''
FINISHES
READ
"
Kearney,
tsargest daily and weekly circulation
Mrs, Rufus Mead, Professor and' Mrs, Mrs. A,
L, y,
T;
Mrs,
Rogers,
Jr.,
New
in
northern
t any newspaper
All hands are dancing to that rag- B. J. Read, Miss Catherine Davis, Miss
W. E. Kaser, Mrs. I,
Mrs.
Crocker,
tficxico.
tune so sayeth a song which M. M. Hull, Miss Biarkham,
Miss
VALUABLE WORK gedy
has started the entire continent danc- Chell Crozier, Miss Ruth Anderson, L. Bacharach, Mrs. Simon Bacharach
and Mrs. H. M. Smith.
ing and which was undoubtedly origl. Miss Alice Connell, Miss Pearl Ellis,
TELEPHONES
nated by some unlucky victim of the Miss DeSaix Evans, Miss Alma Paul
Main 2
saslnee Office
INEDI-TO'DIGEST OF DOCUMENTC-Swiss tango on skates, Nor- son, Miss Alice Tipton, Miss Clara Friday Bridge Club
tango.
cVewa Department
Main 9
Holds Jolly Meeting
DEL ARCHIVO DE LAS
wegians
tango on sleds, 'tropical Tipton, Miss Chella Van Petten, Miss
The Friday Afternoon Bridge club
INDIAS"
belles tango with rings on their toes. Nelli'e Wells, Miss Mary Borein,
met
yesterday with Mrs. H. S. Van
SATURDAY, JANUARY 17, 1914.
England lost its dignity, so did Miss Elizabeth Parnell, Miss Maryel
Petten at a delightful session. The
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 17. ' Chrono France and Germany. And Las
Vegas Papen, Miss Leona Greenclay, Miss afternoon was closed
by the serving
logical Digest of the Documentos
is among the most adept pupils of Lilian
A. LEFT-HANDEHartoii, Miss Ruby Jones, Miss of refreshments. Present were Mrs.
KNOT
del Archivo de las Indias," by all the cities of this
fantastic, elastic Mary Lowry, Miss Grace Mahon, Miss W.
J. Lucas, Mrs. B. T. Mills, Mrs.
Historian B. M. Read of Santa Fe, is dance.
Anna Mayer, Miss' Lucy Myers, Miss P.
1.: refusing tha progressive noinina-..ip.
and
Carpenter, Airs. F. L. Myers,
from the press
adds another
Are you learning the tango? Well, Ruth
for governor of Kansas, William just
Neafus, Miss Rebe Sands, Miss Mrs. Clarence Iden, Mrs.
on you should. 'be
invaluable work to the books
Stephen
doing it for there are Kate
Miss" Jessie Wood,
Ajiun White of the Emporia Gazette
Powers, Mrs. A. R. Tatley, Mrs. J.
southwestern history of which Mr. sufficient young people in the city Miss Selinger, Adler
Miss Juanlta
Clarabelle
bands himself a beautiful little foou.
H. S. Van Petten.
Read is the author. It is a complete whot are
its mys- Burehette, Miss Thclma Coman, Miss M, Hudson and Mrs.
"'
d
J"" .uuut tied with a
kuot index of the old official archives of teries to acquainted
make
feel
minorin
the
you
Alta Craven, Miss Virginia Floyd,
Doubtless if somebody else said the
Mrs. Landau Gives
which was published by a roy ity when j'ou go out to a ball, ir you
Miss Dorothy Hermann, Miss Grace An
same things about him Mr., White Spain,
Informal Party
al decree of the king and which took are not learning then you are nihil,
would 'be peeved, but nobody would
Lord, Miss Bessie Nlsson, Miss Clara
20 years to compile, the complete absolutely nihil. At least that is the
Yesterday afternoon, at her home
:ver Know it, as ne maintains a
Rensing, Miss Ruth Seelinger, Miss Mrs. Jacob H.
Landau, entertained
work containing 42 volumes of six opinion of thoBe educated to the fancy
Ethel Stewart, Miss Julia Sundt, Miss several ladies at an informal
mighty good natured exterior and
thimble
twists
is
and
each.
The
work
dips.
pamphlets
espe
.
Ruth Swallow, Miss Edith Tooker,
doesn't indulge In personalities. Here
The craze has been lying half
party, which proved entertaining in
rich in documents which throw
dally
Miss Aiieen Trainor,; ,Miss Wynnle
is his refusal of the gubernatorial a new
every way. The afternoon was closed
light upon the history of the asleep In Las Vegas until recently, Chalk, Mr. Robert
Momination.
If you know Mr. White
Hart, Mr. Frank by the serving of refreshments. Mrs.
when
It awoke. Oh, of course, the
Of the New
and
conquest1
discovery
ou will grin from one ear to the
McCullough, Mr. Edward Meloney, Mr. Landau is
giving a series of informal
World. Many allusions to New Mex younger set grabbed it, but the others,
Clifford Stewart, Mr. Thoralf Sundt,
other; if you do not know him you ico
of this kind, the one given
parties
and complete accounts of those who love to dance and yet re- Mr.
history
Martin Sundt, Mr, Herbert Poul- will be able to muster
few smiles, such events as the
yesterday being preceded by severs',
conquest of New fuse to occupy one inch of space on son, Mr.
Philip Kolbo, Mr. Leroy Lau- - others.
.suiyway:
because they don't
Mexico by Onate are contained in this a uance lloor
'
Mr.
Francis Young, Mr. Harry
bach,
That Man White
work. Mr. Read has performed a real tango or rag, are they learning? Tne
Mr.
Mr.
A number of progressives at Lakin,
Kenneth
Creswick,
Creswick,
Mrs. Hoke Entertains
service to scholarship and common- dance has received the namo'of being
Hufiano Gallegos, Ma.. William Hay- :more kind than considerate, yesterday
Bright Idea Club
wealth by proparing this interestfc? more difficult than it really is. ac
Mr. Henry Nahm, Mr. Allen
resoluted in favor of this man White,
The Bright Idea club met yesterday
cording to the artists, for it really is don,
volume.
Mr. Cecil,, Reed and Mvr,,,Palo
of Emporia, for govfernor. They
imot as hard to do as one would
afternoon with Mrs. Erie Hoke at a
Rosenthal.
wanted him to run as a progressive
agine. It will be only a matter of
delightful session, closed by the servSHEEP VALUES RAISED
candidate. To which the Gazette says
a- tfhort time until
everybody will be
ing of refreshments. Present were
mo a thousand times no. For we
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 17. The state doing it, and the good waltz will be Sorosis Meets
Mrs. W. J. Mills, Mrs. J. W.
on to that man White, and witb-- . board of equalization has ordered con- banished, as well as the flighty two-ste- With Mrs. Larkin
of Omaha, Mrs. E. D.
Sorosis met Monday with Mrs. R.
out wishing to speak disrespectfully siderable increases in the valuation of
according to present indications.
Mrs. S. B. Davts, Jr., Mrs. H.
tt a fellow townsman, who, so far as cattle and sheep. The minimum val- Of course, all the society folk not R. Larkin. The study of Joshua was W. Clark, Mrs. E. J. McWenie, Mrs.
v.we Jmpw, may be at, least
Mrs. Larkin outlined the L. V
outwardly uation of common sheep was increas- knowing the dance, the dansant the continued.
Crocker, Mrs. W. E. Gortner and
decent in the simpler relations of life ed from $3.30 to $3.75 a head, except tango tea is not in vogue in Las natural charactertisics of Palestine, MrB. Erie Hoke.
'
-Vegas as yet. But it will come, says and explained the effect on the charV
perhaps he pays his debts when It that lambs under one year are
th younger,-8et- .
a''minimum''
at
In., a few months acter of the Israelites.
of
assessed!
$2.75
ia convenient, and he may be kind to
Dance at Armory
Mrs, I. W. Lively gave an interesting On Monday Night.
"his family,' though,
that's not to his head. Improved sheep were advanced the bridge fiends will abandon their
credit, for who wouldn't be and he from $4.05 to $4.50 per head except favorite auction in order to try the account of the Cities of Refuge. Dr.
Monday evening at the armory a
may have kept out of jail, one way that lambs are to 'be assessed at a new steps. Rugs will foe rolled back Alice Rice analyzed the character of big dance will be given by one of the
or another for some time; without, minimum of $3. Thoroughbred sheep at the sewing clubs and education in Joshua.
prominent musical organizations of
Mrs. Frank H. H. Roberts described the city. The affair is expected to be
we say, desiring to speak disre- were increased front' a minimum 'of the new dance will be in order. Folthis ( the Woman's club may modes and Instruments of warfare in delightful in every respect. The best
spectfully of this man, we know that $5.25 to $5.50 per head, and $3.25 for lowing
become
enthused, and aside from the Bible times. The 'program closed with of music is promised, while the floor
'classification
of cattle
e's not the manfther to run for lambs. The
the tango reduces weight, quotations on war toy the club.
fact
that
so
was
will be ironed and smoothed until it
that
also
it
ranges
if
rearranged
governor or, such a grotesque thing
to
the
adds
span of life and cultivates
is perfect. , A large crowd is looked
could be Imagined, to serve as gover- from $18 for common stock to $21 for
'
the rosy red color in women's cheeks,' Knights of Columbus
for by the management
nor.
graded range calves; $24 for graded
the tango at To Give a Dance
4
4
He can't make a speech. He has & ealves In pasture and fiO for thorough- they may begin dancing
rooms just for
club
Commercial
the
valuaat the O. R. C. hall Euchre Party
Slot of radical convictions which
night
Thursday
he breds.., For, cows .the minimum
the dance. This. re- the first of a series of dances to be This Afternoon
ifiometimes cornea into the Gaeztte of- tions under the same classification are the pleasure of
seen.
,
to
be
mains
Thitf afternoon at the home of Mrs.
given during the 'remainder of "the
fice and exploits, wTilch are dangerous, to be from $30 to $38 per head, as
is attracting more atdance
The
last
head
winter and spring will takepiace", Stephen, B. Davis, Jr., Mrs. Herbert
year.
fie has been jawing politicians for 20 against $27 to $33 per
.wontention' than even did the seven
when the Knights of Columbus will' Clark and Mrs. Davis delightfully
years until he Is a common scold, and On banks the valuation of last year ders! of the world, when
they first give an Informal affair. The dance
railToo has set
a large number of ladies at
ideals so is td stand, and the same ou
up his
were' wonders,. At first.. mpf her and
v?ill
euchre. Seven tables were
at 9 o'clock, and promises
Sigh that the' "Ange Gabriel himself roads, except tliat the assessment on
begin
dance'.
to
the
were"
father
opposed
to be one of' the enjoyable events of used! The afternoon was pleasantly
wouldn't give the performance that the Bonito pipe line of the El Paso and
cautioned sister against it and
the week. A large attendance is ex- spent, and closed by the serving of.
this man White would have to adver- Southwestern has been reduced $100,-00- They
to allow her to take up the
refuse
as the Knights of Columbus, refreshments. The attendance numtise on the bills.
to allow for depreciation.
One evening Dad was taught pected,
hold
the.
So, in the words of the poet, nix on
The valuation of the Western Union stops.
reputation of giving among! bered nearly fifty.
the grapevine, one of the 50 or 150
tlie most enjoyable affairs given iii
"Mvlllyum Allen.
The Gazette's nose Telegraph company was reduced from
now
and
famous
dance,
the
of
steps
Sa hard and cold on the
Next Week Will
proposition $225 to $150 per mile on its main line mother is learning. Sister thanks the the city.
mile
to
Jo make him governor. He is a
$15
Be a Busy One ,
$20
per
wires, and from
is
now
Dad
and
who
taught
person
a
The coming week promises to be
Mrs.
hell-ra.on its other wires.
York
Hostess
endeavoring to master all the steps,
and a grandstander. He makes
the
To
Round
Dozen
Club
opening of a lively period for so
mother
father
and
time
in a short
noho.
The
met
He
Thurs
Dozen
Round
ciety, according to rumors. Several
V;
club
yips and kioodles
are enquiring of tire man who sells
MAKES APPOINTMENTS
have been planned, it is said,
ri I a good deal, hut he is' ever-i"'-y WILSON
H.
York
3.
parties
afternoon
with
Mrs.
day
the
best
Washington, Jan. 17. President victrola records concerning
and preeminently N. G. as
a delightful session. Following the in addition to two dances. This week
at
then
and
well,
he
has,
nominatango pieces,
Wrilson today made these
were has held up well under the strain, all
material timber full of knots,
now social afternoon refreshments
tions: surgeon general of the army, it's a regular thing at home
D. the regular clubs holding meetings
C.
served.
to
Present
a.?t, woodpecker holes, and rotten
Mrs.
were
the
addition
pleasin
and.
Col'
nights,
of
general,
L. and several other enjoyable affairs
lie would havw the enmity of onel "William Cbrigadier
E.
of
goless
Roueher, Mrs. F. O. Blood, Mrs.
ure derived, father thinks
Gorgas,
iff iwn who have wafted the pla&I:
to
Mrs.
taking "place.
but
the
to
Mrs.
club
Hammond,
down
disprefers
George Fleming,
ing
United Stains mnrslial northern
..,
wy um any other man in trict of California, James B. Holoh.ia remain at home and study the tango. L. V. Crocker, Mrs. C. R. Losey, Mrs.
Howe, Elks Plan to
'"! his camVdacy would, s- - of California.
Soon father Is wearing a tango shirt Clarence Iden, Mrs. William
f
"
voeal-IWok"
charter in Kansas
' 1
Mrs. F?L. itrjtrt Mrs. C. H. Schir-me-r Give a Dance
I
Surveyor General of. California, and tango pumps, while mother,
reK.'iive
,
the
Elks
at
a
is
club
of
15,
a
proj
Thursday night
and Mrs. J. H. York.
wearing
girl
party to be the Frank H. Gould of California.
ing like
t
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will occur another of the informal
dances given by that organization.
The dance promises to be an enjoyable affair. This is the first dance
that has been given in several weeks,
and A large attendance is expected.

Difference In Working Hours
man's working day is 8 hours.
His body organs must work perfectly 24 hours to keep him fit for 8 hours
work. Weak, sore, inactive kidneys
can not do it They must be sound
and healthily active all the'time. Foley Kidney Pills will make them bo.
You cannot take them into; your system Without good resuHis following.
O. G. Schaefer and Red OVdss !Erug
Store. Adv.
??"',j ton
A
A

'"'","$

-

.

'

i
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COLD STORAGE

FEAST

'

Philadelphia, Jan. 17. The Phila-phiProduce Exchange today completed pre)aFatlons for ' the "cold storage dinner" which it is to give at the
Bellevue-Stratfor- d
Tuesday evening.
Several hundred guests have been invited to feast upon, viands, the newest
of which have been eight months in
cold storage. taiThIs unique menii, it
is believed, will demonstrae that properly stored foods are paltahle and
wholesome.
The dishes to be served
will include soup made; from storage
chickens, salmon, Long Island duck,
breast of quail and Ice cream. The
ice cream will be made from sweet
cream obtained by a new process from
storage butter.
a

"

D

m

with

'

Pa-pe- n,

His Stomach , Troubles Over
Mr. Dyspeptic, would you not like

to feel that your stomach troubles
were over, that you could eat any
kind of food you desired without injury? That may seem so unlikely to
you that you do not even hope for an
ending of your trouble, but permit us
to assure you that it is not altogether
If others can be cured
Impossible.
permanently, and thousands have
been, why not you? John R, Barker,
of Battle Creek, Mich., is one of them.
He says, "I was troubled with heartburn, indigestion, and liver complaint
until I used Chamberlain's Tablets,
then my trouble was over." Sold by
all dealers. Adv.

points, was the only prominent issue
to oppose the downward trend. The
announcement that tne Minneapolis
and St. Louis had arranged an extension of notes due last month caused''
the 4 per cent bonds to rise 3 points
Bonds were firm. The last sales were
as follows:
73
Amalgamated Copper
105
Sid
A
Sugar,
'
V
97
Atchison .
112
Northern Pacific
169
Reading
Southern Pacific ..... ... . . .v. .'1 934
Union Pacific ..... . ...... . "M 157
United States Steel . . . .'.".'. ..... 624
United States Steel, pfd. ...... .1094
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Jan. 17. Prospects of large
world shipments
wheat mar-

gayeihe

ket today a leaningtp' the bear side.
Opening prices weretf to
but later transactions carried
prices slightly above the top figures
which ruled at the outset. The close
was easy
decline".
4 to
Lack of feeding demand weakened
corn. The market opened
to 4
off and receded a little further, but
then hardened on account of shorts
covering. The close was steady
Y to Y
above Jast night.
Traders in oats guided flfeniselves
by the action of other grain.
Initial sales of provisions, which varied from a shade to 2V2 cents up,
were followed hy a more decided advance.
The closing quotations were:
Wheat, May 924; July 87.
Corn, May 66; July 65.
Oats, May 39; July 39.
Pork, May $21.724.
Lard, Jan. $11.32; July $11.424- Ribs, May $11.67.

.

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, Jan. TIT. The market
closed easy, profit taking continued
today, and there' 'Was renewed hear
selling, but recessions were small and
trading dull. The aggressive marking
up of low priced shares, which continued yesterday after the advance in
the leaders was checked, was not attempted today, and the market was
flat. Canadian Pacific, which rose 2
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LIVE STOCK

.

$55.65.
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Kansas City, Mo., Jan. 17. Hogs,
receipts 1,000; market steady to five
cents higher. Bulk $7.958.35; heavy
$8.308.4O; packers and butchers
$8.158.35; lights $7.908.30; pigs
$6.757.50.
Cattle, receipts 100; market steady.
Prime fed steers $8.609.15; dressed
beef steers
$7.258.50; western
steers $6.758.50; southern steers $6
heifers
8.20; cows $4.257.50;
$6.509; stackers and feeders $5.75
8; bulls $5.257; calves '$6. 5011.
Sheep, receipts 1,000. Market steady. Lambs $7.508.25;
yearlings
$6.407.25; wethers $5.406; wes

-
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
CENTENARY

Annual White Goods Sale

PERSONALS
Mrs. OlHe Shearer, midwife. Hotel
i
Adv.
Komaine.
A. W. Wiest of Wagon Mound came

in last night for a short business
visit.
William H. Dyson arrived In Las
Insurance company, came In
yesttrday afternoon and will be a
visitor.
P. M. Billinfield of Kansas City,
Mo., was a business visitor In the
city today.
Dr. 4. R. Davis, a well known physician ot Wagon Mound, was a business
visitor in the city today.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Armljo of Tierra
Amarilla were visitors in Las Vegas
today on their way to Denver.
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Hord came in
last night from Denver, and will be
visitors here for the next few days.
Dan Kelly, son of Mr. and Mrs. H.
W. Kelly, is in Las Vegos viisting his
parents for several days. He lives
in Trinidad.
F. E. 'Stone of Burlington, Wis., arrived In Las Vegas last night and
will be a business visitor here for the
next few days.
J. A. Conley, master mechanic for
this division of the Santa Fe Rail-wacompany, was a business visitor
in Las Vegas" today.
Charles E. Dean of Palatine, 111.,
arrived in the city yesterday evening
and will remain here fbf some time
as a business vWrQr.
J. E. Thomas came in last night
from Topeka for a sWt business vis-liHe la connected' with the Santa
Fe Railway company.
Arthur J. Simon of New York arriv
ed in Laa Vegas this afternoon from
Arizona and will "remain here for
some time as a visitor.
Oscar Linberg, local civil, service
examiner, left today for Wagon Mound
where he will conduct an examination
for fourth class postmaster.
Paul McCormick of Las Conchas returned to his home last night, after
having been a business visitor in Las
Vegas for the paBt few days.
Walters Randolph, who left some
time ago for Mogollon, N. M., where
ho was employed in the postofflce, returned home yesterday and will re
main here.
"Sanchez
County Assessor Manuel
has returned from a business trip in
the country south of Las Vegas. He
and his deputies are at work on the
'
tax schedules for 1914.
,.
J. J. Kilkenny, representative of the
Laggett-Pla- t
Springs company of Chi- is
in
Las
Vegas on bnsiness. He
aoog,
will he the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
I'at Purcell for several days.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Suhl, acCom
panied by Mr. and Mrs. Frank Suhl
of Topeka and Mrs. Fred Nolette of
this city, left yesterday afternoon for
Santa Fe, where they will visit for
some time.
George Arnot, a well known bus!
who has
i! ess man of Albuquerque,
been a business visitor here for a
short time, left this afternoon for
Tios Angeles, Cal., where ho will re
main, for some time.
J. G. Matt, a well known mining
man of this city, left this afternoon
for Albuquerque where he will be on
business for a short time. Mr. Matt
is investigating certain mining $rop
rties near the Duke City.
" Mr. and Mrs. MJ S.
Glacier, who
were marria in ms vegas last ween.
returned yesterday .afternoon from
Denver where they have been on their
"wedding trip, and will remain here
for a short time. They will locate
permanently in Socorro.
R. C. Pruitt, generaf agent for the
Aegan Insurance company, came In
yesterday afternoon and will be a
business visitor for some time. Mr.
Pruitt will organize a local agency in
Las Vegas. Eugene Stern, of Denver,
who accompanied Mr. Pruitt, will have
charge of the agency.
Edward Dowling, recently appointed trainmaster at Raton to succeed H.
E. Fell, arrived in Las Vegas last
night from the Gate City and will be
a business visitor here for a ;Bhort
y
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We again offer our patrons
the choicest selection ot underwear in muslin, cambric, nainsook and crepe ranging as follows:
1
Corset Covers and
LOT
Drawers, 25c and 35c values

.

at -

21c

Corset Covers and
Drawers, 40c and 50c values
2

LOT

at - -

35c
Draw-

3
Corset Covers,
ers, Gowns Hani Skirts, 65c
43c
values at
LOT.4-r-prawe- rs,
Gowns and
Skirts, ?5c and 85 values

LOT

-

f

KWl&YM

been submitted to be voted tonight, at the annual meeting here of
the Ifestern Golf association. The
nominations are: For president, Frank
L. Woodward of Denver; vice president; Bruce D. Smith of Chicago;
secretary, R. R. Stone of Chicago;
treasurer, C. C. Paddleford of Chicago; directors, II. S. Smith of Nashville, Tenn., H. T. Stanton of Grand
.Rapi.is, Mich., W. O. Finkbein of Des
Moines, la., George R. Balch of
and R. A. Gardner of Chi'
cago.
Jiasi

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

SISTERS of Loretto garden for rent.
Apply at Academy.

,

FAVORITE

I

Their bank deposit book affords them a complete tecoM of their cash receipts, while the
Paying a laborer, a
store account or anV other bill with a bank check is much safer ihau with money; because you
avoid the tisk of handling the actual cash, and the endorsed chec returned by the bank is the
best kind of a receipt.
u
Farmers! Try the experiment for one year of keeping a bank account and see if it does not pay
you. A large number of the best farmers hare accounts with us now We Want Every
;

RACE
OXFORD TO SEND FAST TEAM OF
MILERS TO PENNSYLVANIA
;N APRIL
j

Farmer to Have One.
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Why Farmers Should Keep a Bank Account

stub'of their check books are a perfect record of expenses and payments.

f

record-breakin-

1914.

ENGLAGD WILL BE

New
17. England'a
York, Jan.
chances of defeating America in the
first international contest of 1914 will
be unusually 'good when the Oxford
59c
at
.
university four-milrelay team' comLOT,:& Drawers- Gowns, Prinpetes at the University of Pennsylcess .Slips.-Skir- ts
and Combvania meet at Franklin field, April
ination Suite, $1 values at 79q ,
29. According to the present
plan the
LOT 6 Drawers, Gowns, Prin-- ,
Oxford quartet will consist of four
Combcess Slips, Skirts and
runners who, when considered as a
ination Suits, 11.25 values
team, are not equalled in the colle
at 98c
world today. Arnold N. S. Jack
giate
LOT 7 Drawers, Gowns, Prin- - ,
son, winner of the 1,500 meter race
cess Slips, Skirts and Combat the Olympic games of 1912, will
ination Suits, f 1.50 and $1.75
captain the team. His first lieutenant
values at
$1.25
will be Norman S. Tabor, Rhodes
scholar from Brown university, win
HOFFMAN & GRAUBARTH
ner of the 1913 A. A. 17. mile chamThe Papal 'r Price Store
Phoac Msi'n t04
pionship and a number of American
Intercollegiate titles. G. M. Sproule,
captain of the Oxford cross country
team and Rhodes scholar from AusBROUGHT
will be third man, while Basil
Do you begin to cougnt at night, tralia,
Just when you hope to sleep? Do you Rudd of South Africa, also a holder
BACH TO STRIKE FIELO have a tickling throat that keeps you of a. Rhodes scholarship, will complete
'
awake? Just take Foley's Honey and the team.
Tar Compound. It will check the
It thus happens tjjat by a peculiar
and stop the tickling sensation
coincident
Oxford has a quartet of
Michigan ; authoriti Es.to&oHi cough
(N icmco cvTn AniTiMn. TUc , - t atrbhee. Does not upset the stomach, mile runners drawn from the four
!B"bcst for children and grown per'!
UNION'S HEAD
sons. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross corners of the world, every one of
Drug Store. Adv.
which can run the mile in four minutes twenty seconds or better. All
Houghton, iAicU.,- Jan. 17. An ef
fort may be made by Houghton coun
have figured prominently In the fall
ty officials to bring back Charles H. HIGH SCHOOL TEAI1S
sports of the English university and
because of their varied experience in
Moyer, president of the Western Fed
eration of Miners, and other indicted
PRACTICING HARD national and International competi
union leaders who are beyond the
tion, will form a most formidable
time
team, bothafrom the pointl-ojurisdiction of the court, to stand
trial for conspiracy.
INDICATIONS ARE THAT GAMES and steadiness. Jackson and Tabor
have repeatedly run the mile between
Special Prosecutor Nicholls declar
FRIDAY NIGHT WILL BE
ed today that he was deliberating the
v 4.15 and 4.20 and are excellent Judges
EXCELLENT'
noint as to whether conspiracy is an
of pace and spurt. Rudd was origin
extraditable offense. Under the laws
f
miler, with a record
That the basketball games to be ally a
of Michigan conspiracy is a misde played at the armory Friday night of 1.56, but has shown the speed and
meanor, punishable by a sentence In will be among the most interesting endurance necessary for the mile in
the county jail. The maximum sen- contests to occur in Las Vegas this the longer trials. Sproule is a long
tence is two years in jail and a max- season is shown by the way the High distance winner for whom the mile
imum fine of $2,000."!!"!,
schoxl teams are practicing. The is an easy run and he possesses a burst
Twenty-ninof the 38 men indicted girls' team has practiced continually of speed at the finish that makes
by the special grand jury on the during this week and will hold prac- him appear like a sprinter In the final
charge of conspiracy to interfere tices next week. According to Super- 100 yards. On a fast, dry track this
with union mine employes had been intendent Rufus Mead, who ds coach- team, according to English experts,
arrested this morning. Those arrest ing this team, the grrls are in excel- should run four miles without heart
ed had been released on bail and lent condition to win a victory.
breaking effort inside 17 minutes 30
The boys' squad etlll continues seconds. Judging from the past ree
they were, required to appear today
by Judge O'Brien, who bound them practicing and is in excellent shape. ords of the men they should be able
over to the next term of court, which The boys are certain that they will to cut 15 seconds off these figures if
begins on January 26.
defeat the Ancient City team, and al- pushed hard.
With John Paul r Jones graduated
though not over confident, they asNo Congressional Action
sure the Las Vegas fans of a victory. and retired from the cinder path it
Washington, Jan.
The Santa Fe High school girls' would be hard to select a team of
of the house rules committee today team, is said to be one of the fastest milers from among all the colleges
decided
against ordering congres in the state. Doubtless many Las of the United States whose records
sional investigations oetrikes In the Vegans will remember the last game would warrant their being even favor
Michigan copper field .and the Color- that was played here between the ites against this marvelous quartet
ado coal district. Republicans and local High school glrfs' team and the now matriculated at Oxford. If any
progressives tried for a meeting of Santa Fe team when the Santa Fe one college or university in the Unit
the entire committee, but the demo girls made a decided hit, in addition ed States has1 at this time four run
cratic majority, in private conference, to winning the game. The Capital ners ready to test the Oxford team
tc the limit the average college trainvoted that no investigation resolution City boys' team also 13 strong.
he reported.
A large advance sale has been ex- er Is unaware of the existence of the
perienced, insuring a large attend- team. Yet "these are the conditions
which must be complied with at the
ance.
University of Pennsylvania relay carSneffels, CoL A. J. Walsh was
nival. Unless Cornell, Pennsylvania
badly done up with rheumatism and
sent for Foley Kidney Pills which was CSS
or Michigan, the home of long dis
the only thing that would cure him.
tance college runners, can develop a
Tho Latest San lilts
Geo. Potter of pontiac, Mo., was down
sensational four for this intercollegi
on his back with kidney and bladder
15c Each
ate contest the odds will be long on
trouble and Foley .Kidney Pills made
him well and able to work. It is a
Oxford late in April. Even the best
splendid medicine and always helps.
American records for similar racing
Red
Just try it. 0. G. Schaefer mil
exceed 17.30. The Boston A. A. team
j
Opposite Tht 1 . n. w. A
Cross Drug Store Adv.
holds the A. A. U. record of 17.51
They've Got Me Doin' It Now.
made at Easton, Pa., on June 13,
I Don't Want To (Oh, Come
1913, while the intercollegiate record
DENVER TO ENTERTAIN
on).
of 17.55, was made by Cornell team
17. Denver exJan.
Denvfc
Jlo.,
Thief.
1911 at the Pennsylvania relays.
Stop
of
pects to entertain during the coming
Mine.
The
Pennsylvania team won the
of
a
gathering
week
"X
Fool
There
Was.
race
last
year dn 18 minutes and 8
stock; railers, shippers, commission
Trail of the Lonesome Pine.
defeating Princeton, Ohio
seconds,
live
the
Interested
arid
in
'others
men
to Do It but
Not
I
Told
You
State, Pennsylvania State and Northstock industry. They will be here
Did.
You
western
university in the order nam
from almost every section of the
SelecWidow
Fascinating
ed. The Red and Blue team consist
annual
to
ninth
attend
the
country
tions.
ed of Laugner, McCurdy, Madeira and
Western Stock show and the sevenMarket Selections.
Marriage
Guthrez. Of the quartet all are eliAmteenth annual convention of the
Tokio.
Tango
gible, except Guth.rez, who was grad
"' "
erican National Live Stock, associao" My Heart.
Peg
uated
last spring. In order to run the
tion. The show will hold forth the
"Zis" for You, "Zat" for You,
miles
in. anything like 17.30. new
four
entire weekat the stock yards. The
Lonesome Baby.
material will have, to "be . uncovered
convention 'Sessions will begin
Till the Sands of the Desert
Some idea of the caliber of this task
fcontinuedrtntil Thursday.
Grow Cold.
may: be gained from the statement
Parls:mo.
that a team selected from among the
My Dream Girl,
winners of the mile runs in the inMORGAN Tl6AN ACCEPTED
Some Boy.
New York, AJan. 17. A statement
tercollegiate meets of 1913, barring
Beautiful
My
September
Jones and Taber, would fail to show
issued today by J1. P. Morgan and
Morn.
average time equal to that credited
Company accorded with last night's
I Wish You'd Keep Out of
to the Oxford four.
news from Havana that the bid of
My Dreams.
the Morgan firm; for the $10,000,000
While the Rivers of Flow On.
REVOLVER RECURD STANDS
five per cent loan recently authorized
Jamais
Trop (Never Too
by the Cuban congress, had Been ao
Springfield, Mass., Jan. 17. Official
Much.)
cepted.
figures issued by Secretary J. B.
Dirty Face Sue.
Crabtree of the United States RevolSweet heart Let TJ Dance
ver association, show that the world's
Colds to be Taken Seriously
the Boston.
record mark of 1,154, made by the
Intelligent people realize that comWhen Dreams Come True.
mon colds should be treated promptly.
Springfield team, has been allowed.
In Love's Garden Just You
If there is sneezing and cliillinesn
It replaces the mark of 1,147 made
and I.
with hoarseness, tickling throat and
early this season by the Olympic club
couching, begin promptly the use of
of San Francisco. Tim new record
It
and
Tar
Compound.
Foley's Honey
was made January"!, against the
to
checks
is effective, pleasant
take,
a cold, and stops the cough which
tDo
Manhattan club of New, York.
causes loss of sleep and lowers the
I AMil
vital resistance. O. G. Schaefer and
Subscribe for The C
Eed Cross Drus Store Adv.

.
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OF NOVELIST

London, Jan. 17. Today was recalled in English ilterary circles as
the 100th anniversary of the birth of
Mrs. Henry Wood, famous as the author of "East Lynne." Mrs. Wood
was born January 17, 1814.' Her
maiden name was Ellen Price. Her
father was a glove maker In old Worcester. At a very early age she mar-lie- d
and went to live in France, her
husband being at the head of 9. large
shipping and banking firm abroad.
Although she produced a large number of books, Mrs. Wood was entirely
unknown until she reached the age
of 47 years. All her life, from early
girlhood, bad been epent In almost
vain effort, and while she had con
trived to find a publisher for a few
of her articles and stories in various
magazines, her first great success
came in 1861 with the publication or
"East Lynne,"' whlcn' proved to be
one of the most popular novels of
the- - century. The book was received
a general chorus of praise
withjfiucli
that ' the author was given a place in
the foremost rank of novelists. For
six years her books, which appeared
in rapid succession, confirmed the
promise of "East Lynne," but lat
er the fickle public complained of the
sameness in her work, and the fertile
novelist began to pay the penalty of
her inexhaustible fluency.

'

ONLY ONE TICKET
A
Chicago, Jan. 17. Only one ticket
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CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
Adrian
CONCEPTION
itabeyrolle,

pastor.

First mass at 7: 00 a.m.; second mass
at 10 a. m. Sunday school In English
and Spanish at 3 P m, in Spanish at
3:30 P. m. Rosary an: benediction
of the blessed sacrament at 7:30 p.
m.
.
Sunday school for English speak
ing and Spanish speaking children
every Sunday at 1:30 P- - m.
CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SORROWS Rev. Paul Gilberton, pastor.
First mass at 6:30 a. m., third Sun-la- y

excepted. Second mass S.30:
sermon in English, hymns rendered
by the children under the direction
of the Sisters ot Loretto. Third mans
at 10:30 a.' m., sermon In Spanish.
From 3 to 4 Sunday school. At
Benediction of the Blessed Sacrament. At the New Mexico Hospital
for the Insane, mass every fourth
Sunday by the pastor.

Scottish Eite Reunion
January 18th. to 24th..

Tickets on sale January 17th. to 21th. inc. 1914.
i, return limit, January 27th 1911

CHRISTIAN

TABERNACLE

FIRST M. E. CHURCH Cor
and National avenue. Rev. U.
C. Anderson, pastor.
Sunday school, 9:45. Morning worship with sermon at 11 o'clock. Ep- worth League, 6:15 p. m. Evening
worship with sermon at 7:30 o'clock.
A cordial Invitation is extended to
all who have no other place of worship to attend divine services at this
church.
CHRISTIAN 8CIENCE SOCIETY
Regular services every Sunday morning at 11 o'clock and Wednesday
evening at 8 o'clock in O. R. C. hall.
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH, Corner
of Main and Sixth streets, Rev. N. B.
Green, Pastor.
Sunday school 9:45 a. m.
Morning worship with sermon at
11 a. m.
B. Y. P. TJ. at 6:30 p. m.

Evening worship with sermon

at

7:30 p. m.

The church extends a cordial
to the public.
CHURCH
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor, Doug
las avenue and Tenth street
Morning worship and sermon at 11
o'clock.
Bible study and Sunday school 'fees- slon at 9:45 a. m.
Society of Christian Endeavor at
6:30 p. m.

The church extends a most hearty
welcome to all people. Visitors and
sojourners in the city especially wel''
,
comed.
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For the best on the market today see us.
or plain thread. Micheiin tubes
Miller Non-Ski- n
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needed for the auto.
ALL

W01K COSE ATOOHSEC?

M

GUARANTEED

ITS PEEFECTKESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop
DEAL MAY FAIL
Indianapolis, t Jan. 17. It appeared
,

today that there might be a hitch in
the sale of Indianapolis American
Association club to James McGill of
Denver and William C. Smith of New
York. The purchasers some time ago
paid $10,000 to Sol Mayer, the principal owner of the club, to bind the
trade, but it was said today by a man
close to McGill and Smith that the
latter were disposed to stand the loss
and let the deal fall through. This
was the day set for making the final
payment on the club.
The hitch In the plans, it was Bald,
is due to the activity in the Federal
league.
Jack Hendricks of Denver, who was
to manage the club, and Mr. Smith,
conferred with their, attorney here
and "with Mr. Mayer this morning and
were to have .another conference
later In the day, Mr. iMcGill did not
attend the conference, t and It was
said he was In Chicago,
M
.

,

Women and, Wtt Feet
Cold and wet feet are a dangerous
combination especially to women, and

ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH congested kidneys often result. BackRev. J. S. Moore, Rector, 716 National ache, urinary irregularities and rheu-

avenue, East Las Vegas.
Holy Communion, 7:30.
Sunday school, 9:45.
Holy Communion and sermon, 11.
This church ia open dally for private prayer and meditation.

Final

-

41

Sunday school 9:45 a. m.
Rev. J. I. Imhof, pastor.
Communion and preaching 11 a. m.
Christian Endeavor, 6:30 p. m.
Evening services, 7:30 p. m.

1914

matic fevers are not unusual results.
Foley Kidney Pills restore the regular
and normal action of kidneys and
bladder and remove the cause of the
trouble. Contain no habit forming
drugs. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug, Store. Adv.

Report of the Condition of The
VMll NATOAL BAH

SAN

OF LAS VEGAS.

at

Las Vegas in the State of New
Mexico,
at the close of business Janucry 13, 1914
RESOURCES.
Loans and Discounts
633,798 5T
Overdraft!), secured and unsecured
100,000 00
tj. S. Bonds to secure circulation
Other Bonds to secure D. S. Deposits;
to secure Postal Savings, f 1W0
7,000 00
Premiums on U. S. Bonds
Bonds, securities, etc
54.91 Ti
Banking house, furniture and fixtures
S.sui oo
Other real estate owned
5,HT 00
Due from National Dunks (not re-

serve agents)

Due from State and Private Banks
and Bankers, Trust Comoanies and
Savings Banks
Due from approved reserve aeents...
Checks and other cash items
.
txehanKes lor Uleartntf house
Notes of other National Banks

80,088 6

515
102 0
4, MS

Fractional paper currency, nickels
and cents
Lawful fc'pney Reserva in hnnk, tiz:
5tM5 15
Specier
notes..
lj.ino 00
Redemption fund with U. S, Treas'r
;
o per cent of circulation)
Legal-tende-

Total

tjmi

03
77
4 t
iM

447

a

t,(r,

6S.2-2-

IS

5,000 CO

1,076,019 18

,

LIABILITIES'
100,000 00
Capital stock paid In..,
Surplus fund.
50,0"0 001
Undivided profits, less expenses and
' .
4 i s
ii.
taxes paid
National Bank notes oiitntandiMr.,,.-- . 100 0yoo
Due to other National Banks.- -!
Due to State and Private Banus and
Bankers- Due to Trust Companies and Savings
Banks
)'( 'jf
Individual deposits subject to check-- 4ik.1ti n
SU1.S7S ci
Timecerlillcatesof deposit
Certified Checks
Cashier's checks outstanding-,.- . ,
10.1
Postal Savings Deposits..
Reserved for taxes
iu aMii 2 3u0 (nl

i,4it

ol

'

:

Total

1,076,019

Stati of Niw
CorNTT

Mrk-o- ,
Sas MirioKt,.

Id

,
i

or
j
I, D, T. Hnskins, earlier of the above nnm,t
banit, do solemnly swear Hurt the above m iu.
OFFER J .V ment
.. t
is true to the best of u y t, iov,
THE SHILOH BAPtlfct CHURCH,
Aiiu'lis-ta-,
;.a
rCobb belief,
;(i .v ,
Ga., Jan.1' 17.-- Ty
. r,
D.
!
T.
Railroad 'and National Avenues.
was told at Royston today that the
Subscribed and sworn to before me tout ivi
James E. Richard, pastor.
Federal league club in Chicago had day
of January, 1U14.
Hours of service::
offered him $75,000 for five years, SKAtJ
.;i,.u.'F! llW.f.
m.
i'uiiii(
Preaching 10:45 a. m., 7:45 p.
with the first year's salary to be paid My commission expires Sep. i3tu.,Notary
1W7.
Correct Attest:
Sabbath School, 9:30 a m.
in advance. Cobb eaid he did not
I
AM.
M
IJ.VJfTWJi?
J.
B. Y. P. TJ., 6:30 p. m.
n. Direetors.
Ww.Q. h A V
care to make a statement until he relU
16l. S
home
a
church
are
without
If you
turned to Augusta Tuesday or WedWe can help you.
come!
,
nesday.
j.
Ragged woun.is are r
If you are looking for church work
cause
much annoyance. If no I'm--"
You can help us.
come!
It
The "f1 hief Onr
clean tlwy f '
Worst
B.A.LLAIID'3 SaOW LI;xi
Each j far t' e ru "i C T
try sores.
"GUNBOAT" SMITH WEDS
in- MENT is
i f
iiumbcis is list cf
an acUsr-i-Uliwsiiirs rotnort
Chicago, Jan. 17. "Gunboat" Smith,
n t
iirid
fluenza, U rriire, I'
i;
IS"
for
such
of
Ilolen
Romley
Arr'y
pugilist, and Miss
pneumonia. Use prompt lite of Fotx-wr n
jifl,i
New York were granted a marriage li- ley's Hi i v .! J I a ( ( i i I will fore going to
cense here today. The license was chock the onset of a cold and 6iip a cotton cloth Iw.&'.r.'A It ilea's
:.
'to few day. Price
w.
refused when Miss Remley said she cou&li,
j H or.
more i. nos c i ' (M
Cer.tr.-Sold
bottlo.
nmniulod
per
by
iv
she
was 17 years old.
I
ss
i
p
hand. O
Adv.
her statement today. She told 1ho li- Drug Sure. Aov.
cense clerk that she would bo 19
Sot
years old in February- -
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

SATURDAY, JANUARY

17, 1914.

T5he

. i T NOTICE

Jan. 6, 19 M.
.'.iVij is hereby 6ivoa that I. the
..',;!. rblgued( deputy assessor,. will be
f f my office, 603 Lincoln avenue on
' business days between the hours
s a. m. and 5 p. in. (until Febru-f.;- f
2SLU, 2314) for ttie purpose of receiving returns of all property, accord- to the provisions of Chapter 84,
I.iwa of the State of New Mexico,
3813. It Is made the duty cf all persons to make a return of all property
they own, and those failing to do bo,
yfithin the time above specified, will
lie assessed by me according to section 10 of said Chapter 84 of the
laws of the state of New Mexico for
the year 1913, and a penalty of 25
per cent will be Imposed additional
Sy me." You are further notified that
If any person shall knowingly make
a false or defective list of his property, he shall be liable to a penalty
of 25 per cent upon the full amount of
all taxes levied against him, and his
property, and shall also be deemed
jjullty of perjury and punishable
T

,

.i,

N. M

,

Assessor.
II. STEWART,
Deputy Assessor.

M. A. SANCHEZ,

CHARLES
'

NOTICE,

STOCKHOLDERS
ING

SURPLUS
CAPITAL PAID IN
$100,000.00

Cunningham, Preside
Frank Springer,

J.

M.

it

i

A

N

n a mm

TOR CtASSIFIED

ADVER

TISEMENTS

-

-

Office with the San Miguel National Bank
WM. G. HAYDON
H. W. KELLY- D. T. HOSKINS

Treasurer

.

Interest Pa.id On Deposits
JONES-BOWER-

Vssntcs

S

S

or YOU!

I

.

elegant Rogers'
Spoon

IfKH-TF- R

For Rent
FOR RENT

Elegant furnished suite:
parlor and bedroom with piano,
also large sunny south room with
private entrance, steam heat, all
modern conveniences. Inquire 1022
Fourth Street.

E MB

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE

00D MAGAZINE PRAC
OR WOTH

LOCAL TIME CARD

East Bound
each month at Masonic
Arrive
Depart
7:45 p.-Temple at 7:30 p. m. p. No. 2... . 7:20 p. m
A. Brlnegar, H. P.; F. O. No. 4.. .11:54 p. m
11:59 p. m,
W-i- 7
Blood, Secretary.
No. 8... . 2:25 a. m..... 2:30 a. m.
2:00 p. m
No. 10. . . 1:35 p. m
I. O. O. F. LAS vrftl.i
l nnr.c
.
un
West Bound
I.v
V.
1. Meets every Monday evenine at
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN 8.
Arrive
Depart
their hall on Sixth street Ail Tltftlnj No. 1.. . 1:10 pi m
1:35 p. m.
brethren cordially Invited to atteui No. 3.. . 6:35 a. m
6:40 a. m.
F. D. Fries, N. O.; Gus Lehman, V. Q.; No. 7. , . 4:20 p. m
4:30 p. m.
T. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl Werti No. 9.. . 6:35 p. m
7:00 p. m
SALESMEN WANTED
Residing In Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, Cemewrj
or making small towns. Take or Trustee.
ders on our special plan allowing
return of unsold goods. Makes quick B. P. O. ELKS Meets
second and
easy sales. $4 commission on each
fourth Tuesday evening of each
order. Write for pocket outfit to month Elks' home on Ninth street and
day. Canfield Mfg. Co., 208 Sigel Douglas avenue.
Visiting brothers
St., Chicago.
are cordially invited. Gov. Wm. J.
This
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
WANTED
Good cook at Las Vegas
Secretary.
Silver
hospital.

President

Remedy," writes
Milwaukee, Wis.

Ma-son- le

LAS VEGA8 CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
con
AL ARCH MASONS-Regul- ar
vocation first Monday In

Vice President

-

Meets first and third Tuesday evenings each month at Woodmen hall. Visiting brothers cordially Invited to attend. C. N. Douglas,
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary.

F. O. E.

C;

$30,000.00

e

1 1

Petten, Secretary.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Five cents per tine each Insertion.
KNIGHT8 TEMPLAR Reg-i- 4
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
Tnes--- '
jiar conclave
No ad to occupy less space than two
In each month at
All advertisements
lines
charged
Temsle at 7:l p. at. G. H.
will be booked at space actually set
Kink el, a.
Chas. Tsoame,
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advlncs preferred.

MONUMENT CO
ATTORNEYS
Mrs. Llda Dewey,
"I have used It for
Albuquerque, N. M.
HUNKER A HUNKER
215 E. Central
years both ror my children and my
self and It never fails to relieve ana
George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hmnksi
23 Years Practical Experience.
cure a cough or cold. No family with
Attorneys-at-LaW. W. BOWERS.
children Bhouid be without It as It E. A. JONES
Las
New Mesl
Veeas.
elves almost Immediate relief In cases
of croup." Chamberlain's Cough Reme
PILLS
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
dy, Is pleasant and safe to take, wmcn
CHICHESTER BRAND.
A
Is of great Importance when a medi-oinDentist
Asu jflnrvrni
Ia(lIeI
must be given to young children.
Dental work of any description at
I'll is in Kca ana
For sale by all dealers. Adv.
sealed
wittt
Blue Rlbbofc Y
boxes,
moderate prices
Take no other. Bur nt tod, V
llrumriflt. Askfori
Best Cough Medicine for Children
DIAMOND HKANlk I I LI, ft, for S&' Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main 1J
as
veeu known Best, Safest, Always Reliable
"I am very glad to say a few words
East Las Vegas, New Mexico
SfltD KY nRllfifilSTS EVFRVWHFRF
SubscriDe for The Optic.
Cough
In praise of Chamberlain's

M

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. & FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
102 Meets every
A. M. Regular com- Monday night M
A
municatlon first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue m
in S o'clock.
third Thursday
Visiting members are aw
each month. Visitine dlally welcome. J. C. Wertz, PresV
brothers cordially in dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; C. &
vited; Guy M. Cary, W. M., H. S. Van Baily, Treasurer.

r

CJlPiTJlL CTGGS:

GET

FURNISHED

ROOMS,

716

Grand

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets In
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Ladles always welcome. O. L. Flers-man- ,
President; A. D. Tillman, Flnan
cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
East Las Vegas, N. M,

Avenue.

-i-

FLOUR

1

Jf

l

you

J. E. ROSENWALD

FLOUR realb

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
STAMPS
FIVE
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

V

The National Sportsman
The Woman's Home Companion
McClures

for a few more
boarders at Nelson
gentleman,
Ranch, Mineral Hill. Phone Olive
5581 for terms.

--

FRENCH.
GREY (STERLING) FINISH

EMPRESS
can be oK- tained in this city from

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES
,.20fi nei

or More, Each Dslvery
to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lbs, to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 60 lbs., Each Delivery

2,000 lbs.,
1,000 lbs.,

1BS

.....25c per

10

iha.
lbs.

3uc per ins its.
40c per let lbs,

.....50c per

10

lbs

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Btorers, and Distributor! of Natsral ice, the Parity
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas Tfcmou.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAI AVENUE

13

ACCOMMODATIONS

l,,,J,y,,J,l.,..,

ANT Ads
Are Best

MEXICAN drawnwork and hand hem
stitching to order. Call afternoons,

f

one

.

C

SILVER

-

wash fabrics, fancy waistings. silks
hdkfs., petticoats, etc. 'TJp to date
N. Y. City patterns. Finest line on
the market Dealing direct with the
mills you will find our prices low.
If others can make $10.00 to $30.00
weekly you can also. Samples, full
Instructions in neat sample case,
shipped express prepaid No money
required. Exclusive territory. Wflte
for particulars. Be first to appy.
Standard Dress Goods Company, 100
1st St. Binghamton, N. Y.

is.

Made by GERMAN PROCESS

LODGE NO. 541

KNIGHTS OF C0LUMBU3, COUNCIL NO. 804. Meets second and
:cuith Thursday In O. R. C. hall,
EVERY WOMAN should earn $25 per Pioneer building.
Visiting members
week Introducing our very complete are cordially Invited. Richard Devlne,
spring line of beautiful wool suitings G. K.; Frank Angel, F. 8.

EIlsccilaisQous

wiy

BefferEMPRESS

I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tues
FOR RENT To lady or gentleman
employed, comfortable, furnished day of the month In the vestry roomi
room; no health seekers. Phone of Temple Monteflore at 8 o'clock P
Purple 5301.
m, Visiting brothers are cordially In
vlted. Isaac Appel, President; Charlei
LARGE, airy room, comfortably fur Greenclay, Secretary.
nished, 803 Jackson, corner Eighth
street. Phone Main 313.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
Love at Woodmen oi the World ball,
on the second and fourth Mondays ol
at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart,
PIANO for sale cheap. Call 811 Main each month
Q.
Sonsul;
Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
or phone Purple 5101.
Local Deputy. Vlsltlni
Montague,
and
FOR SALE House and furniture members are especially welcooe
Invited.
cordially
cheap. Apply 912 Jackson Ave.

J

'd do

way when you
learn how Much

Meets second and
fourth
Thursday
FOR RENT Cottage
evening eacto
In desirable
neighborhood, newly painted, pa month at W O. W. hall. Visiting
pered, electric lights. Low rate brothers cordially Invited. Howard T
Davis, Dictator; P. A. Linn Secretary.
Phone Purple 5301.

Pay us $7.50-I- f you desire the paper by carrier.
Pay us $6.50-I- f you want the paper by mail.
And we will give you your choice of the following magazines for one year:

i

It s giving you
a present for do
ing something

L. O. O. MOOSE

LI

f you use

EMPRESS

For Cslo

I.

CAFE

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

COLUMN
RATES

q irrint a q q a iimioq-

AND

CHAPMAN

D. T. Hosklns, Cashier.
E. S. Lewis, Ass't Cash.

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
'a

(IE5TA0CANT

SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

mm

MEET-

The annual meeting of the stockholders of the Agua Pura Company
of Las Vegas will bo held In the office of the company at Las Vegas, N.
M., January 26, 1914. at 3 o'clock p.
wv for the election of directors and
for the transaction of euek other
business as may come before the
CIIAS. ROGERS,
meeting.
Secretary.
January 1, 1914.

OPTIC

15he

$50,000.00

LOBBY

COf

PHONE, MAIN 2

1

I i

H
,1

-

r

&

il

li
f

!

f

--

V

814

Douglas avenue.

Market Finders

Lost
LOST Silver mesh purse. Finder
return to Bacharach Brothers and
receive reward.
Professional Health Culture for Ladles
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER

General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicure, Chiropody.
Hotel Romalne
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:39 p. m.
A good remedy for a bad cough is
BALLARD'S HOREHOUND SYRUP,

n heals the lungs end quiets irritation.
Price 25e, 50c and $1.00 per bottle.
Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.
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CHAPTER
I Francois Beaupre,
peasant babe of three years, after an
In which Marshal Ney
incident
amusing
(figures. Is made a Chevalier of B"Tance
the
(by
Emperor Napoleon. In the home
M the lad's parents In the village of Vic- the emperor had brief.
Suee, France,to where
hold a council of war.
prophesied that the boy might
fane day be a marshal of France under
Wnnther Bonaparte.
CHAPTER II At the aire of ten Fran-(ot- s
meets a stranger who Is astonished
iwhen the boy tells him he may one day
a
J "marshal of France under another
SMapoleon."
'

CHAPTER

III Francois demonstrates

tie nerve by climbing a lofty church
This deed is witnessed by the
wteeple.

Btmngor who marvels at the boy's
and asks him to visit him at
the Chateau.
' CHAPTER IV Francois visits General
the Baron Qaspard Gourgaud, who with
.Alixe, his
daughter, lives
t the Chateau. A soldier of the Empire
under Napoleon he fires the boy's Imagination with stories of his campaigns
lwlU the emperor,
CHAPTER
father loses
Us possessions In a game of chance.
game-jnes- s

seven-year-o- ld

VI The general offers
CHAPTER
.Francois a home at the Chateau. The
hoy refuses to leave his parents, but In
'the end becomes copyist for the general
isuid learns of the friendship between the
jreneral and Marquis Zappi, who campaigned with the General under Napoleon.
CHAPTER

Zappi and
arrive at the Chateau. The
general agrees to care for the Marquis'
on while the former goes to America.
CHAPTER VIII Francois shows marked attention to Marquis Zappi because
bo once saved the life of the general.
The Marquis before leaving for America
.asks the boy to be a friend of his son.
JVrancois solemnly promises.
CHAPTER IX Francois goes to the
Chateau to live. Marquis Zappi dies
leaving Pietro as a ward to the general.
'Alixe, Pietro and Francois meet a
trange boy who proves to be Prince
Louis Napoleon. Francois saves his life.

!

DVNG

VII-Mar- quls

on, Pietro,

CHAPTER X The general discovers
Trancois loves Alixe. and extracts promise from him that he will not interfere
between the girl and Pietro.
"

CHAPTER XTV Fiancolst is a prisoner of the Austri&ns for five years, in
the castle owned by Pietro in Italy. He
discovers In his guard one of Plotro's old
family servants and through him sends
"word to his friends of his plight.
CHAPTER XV The general. Alixe and
TPietro hear from Francois and plan his
escue,

CHAPTER XVT Francois as a guest
of the Austrian governor of the castle
prison Inspects the interior of the wine
cellar of the Zappts.
CHAPTER XVn Francois receives a
iote from Pietro explaining in detail how
to escape from his prison. He starts and
reaches the wine cellar.
CHAPTER XI Francois goes to Italy
as secretary to Pietro. He has an inter- view with Alixe before leaving and nearly reveals his love for her.
Si

CHAPTER XII Queen Hortense plans
the escape of her son Louts Napoleon by
disguising him and Marquis Zappi as her
lackeys.
CHAPTER
takes Marquis Zappl's place, who Is ill, in the
scape of Hortense and Louis. Dressed
as Louis' brother Francois lures the
jAustrians from the hotel allowing the
Prince and his mother to escape.
XTIT-Fran- cols

' CHAPTER XVIII Francois
escapes
through a secret passage from the wine

r
know that you livd on thi
first floor. I understood your wife to
say that you lived on the second

'1 didn't

e
'Roanoke house and elsewhere;
the Chevalier Beaupre had been
idtetinguished by his highness' most
marked favor. And Lucy Hampton's
yes bad shone with quiet delight to
see It and to see the effect on her fa
rther. For the colonel, confused in hU
imlnd as to how it might be true, re
luctantly acknowledged that there
.must be something of Importance
about this Chevalier Beaupre, that a
prince should treat him as a brother.
!He believed that it would be best to
also at least as a gentreat him--- he
tleman. So the French lessons were
continued and the Jefferson troop was
ncouraged, and Francois was asked
often to Eoanoke. house. And as the
months rolled on he tried with every
thoughtful and considerate effort tc
express to the little lady of the.manoi
his gratitude tof the goodness of hei
family. It troubled him more than a
little tliat the early friendliness and
intimacy of Harry Hampton seemed tc
be wearing off. The boy did not come
bo often to Carnifax, and when he
came he did not stay for hours, foi
idavs sometimes, as was his way al
first. He was uneasy with his friend
and his friend wondered and did not
.understand, but hesitated to jiueh J?
every-(wher-

at the bar and bolted bolted straight

for the steep slope.
A gasp went up from the three hun
dred, four hundred people; the boy
was dashing to death; no one stirred;
every muscle was rigid the specta
tors were paralyzed. Not ail. fTan
cols from his babyhood had known
how to think quickly, and these boys
were his pride and his care; he had
thtHisht of that possible danger which
Lucy had forseen; when the jumping
began, mounted on his mare Aquarelle,
he was posted near the head of the
slope, not twenty yards from the hurdle, to be at hand in any contingency.
When Harry's horse bolted, one touch
put Aquarelle into motion. Like a
line of brown light she dashed at right
angles to the runaway a line drawn
to Intercept the line of Black Hawk's
flight. There was silence over the
field
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Victim What makes you keep on
asking me if the razor hurts 1 I've
said yes thrte times, and it hasn't
made any difference.
Barber No; I was merely trying
my razors out to jeee which of 'em
wants honing.
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Miss Footlight I never waa so
angry in my life. I just stood there
and tore my hair out.
Miss Limelight H'm! Didn't re-quire much effort, did it?
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FULLY EXPLAINED

(To be Continued Monday)

Report of tlie Condition of

The First National Bank!
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AT LAS VEGAS.

In the State of New Mexico

at the close

of business, January 13, 1914

RESOURCES.
685,177 93
Loans and Discounts
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured
100,000 00
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation
1.000 00
Premiums on U. S. Bonds
27.208 01
Bonds, securities, etc- Banking bouse furniture and fixtures.. 5. MX) 00
40,022 76
Other real estate owned.- Due from National Banks (not re

serve agents)
Due from State and Private Banks
and Bankers. Trust Comnanies. and
Savings Banks
Due from approved reserve agents.- Checks and other cash items
Exchanges for Clearing House
Notes of other National Banks
Fractional pauer currency, nickels.

31.388 28

7.404 P9
l;M,917 nl
4.685 87

0,500 00

Up
Mrs. B.

Jest seems

I

How mueh amused Mrs
to be over her husband's

stupid jokes!

Mrs. W. Yes. It s the only way
125 05
and cents
sh can eet a new hat out or rne
Lawful Money Reserve in Bank, viz;
46.413 35
'
Specie
brute.
6,721 00 53,134 35
Legal tender notes
Redemot on fund with D. S. Treasurer
5,000 00
(5 per cent circulation)
.
Due from U. o. Treasurer
GREAT RELIEF
Total

982,074

89

100,000
20,000

00
00

6.45

wo
00

LIABILITIES.
Capital stoek paid in
Surplus f uud
Undivided profits. less expenses and
taxes paid..
NationRl Bank notes outstanding .....
State Bank Notes outstanumg
Due to other National banks
Due to State and Private Banks and
Bankers
Due to Trust Companies and Sav- .-

tnirs Hanks
Individual deposits subject to check- Time certificates of deposit
Oeriitled Checks
checks outstauuing .
the Cashier's
Reserved for taxes

100,000
49,166

29

70,401

38

21.MV) US)
806.4K8 69
301.024 s
40 00
6,017 4S
3S2 80

lines shot to the angle then It came
982.071 39
Total
the shock they awaited.
Statu of New Mexioo,
i
Black Hawk, rushing, Baw the other
San
Mioiiki.,
County of
I, .leirarson Ivaynolds, President of the above
coming and swerved at the last mo- named
bank, do solemnly swear that the above
ment too lata. The animals collided statement is true to the best of my knowledge
belief.
and
not with full force, yet for a moment
JKbW.RSON RAVNOLDS. President.
it looked like nothing but death for Subscribed and sworn to before nie this
17lh
of January,
mounts.
day
Harry Hampton
riders and
Kathkrink CJ. Sullivan,
was thrown backward to the level
Notary Public
field; Black Hawk galloped off, frantic Correct Attest:
E. f. RAYNOLDS )
Sdtilllboh How did you enjoy the
and unhurt, across it; Aquarelle, one
S. B. DAVIS jr.
mountain-cllmbingsaw, lay on the very edg-- of the dror.
StiuilliKan Simply great My wife
and was scrambling to her feet with
was
bo out of breath that ehe didn't
WANTED Clean cotton raga
liveliness enough to assure her safe
at
say a word for two miles!
ty; of Francois there was no sign. Id Optic office.
i

"W'

C3

story."

enn

How Lucy Told.
There had
The prince was gone.
Ibeen festivities and formalities, great
idlnners, gatherings of the Virginia
to do honor to his highness at

o
o
o
o
o

floor."
"If you knaw my wife you would
ft
know that she always strntches

help for the hero to remark Harry
Hampton's grim humor.

i

I

vw

O

d

cellar. AUxe awaits him on horseback
and leads him to his friends on board
the American sailing vessel, the "Lovely
Lucy."
performance
CHAPTER XIX Francois, as guest of was not
perfect. . Harry Hampton
'Harry Hampton, on the "Lovely Lucy,"
esto
Pictro's
to
America
manage
came next; all of the kindly multitude
goes
tate in Virginia,
gazed eagerly, hoping that the boy to
CHAPTER XX Francois wins respect whom life had given less than the
aristocratic
of
south,
the
and admiration
ernerg. He becomes a favorite In the others might win this honor he want
ed. The first bars without rapping;
home of the Hamptons.
CHAPTER XXI Lucy Hampton falli the second; and a suppressed sound ol
In love with Francois and pleads with satisfaction, which might soon be a
Urn for the story of Napoleon.
great roar of pleasure, hummed over
CHAPTER XXII Lucv Hampton hears the field. Black Hawk came rushing,
the story of how Napoleon knighted
snorting, pulling up to the third jump,
Francois.
the jump where Lucy stood. And as
PWAPTFR XXITI Prince Louis Na he came a little girl, high in a caroi
become
the
In
guest
America
poleon
the Hamptons.
riage, a chariot as one said then, flour
meets ished her scarlet parasol in the air,
CHAPTER
Francois at the Hamptons. Francois as
and lost hold of it, and it flew like a
mires the Prince of his intense loyalty to
him and his cause,
huge red bird into the course,. close
awa
to the hurdle. Ana uiacK
i
(Continued From Yesterday.)
strung to the highest point of his
thoroughbred nerves, saw, and a hor
ror of the flaming living thing, as it
CHAPTER XXV.
seemed, caught him, and he swerved
i
XXIV-Napol-

v

"W

way Into "ihe "lad's" TTeart. '"He "will
tell me in time," thought Francois
and, sure of his own innocence, wait
ed for the time.
Meantime he was going home. Go
ing, much against the advice of the
Norfolk doctor, who warned hfm thai
he was not yet well or strong, that
life in the mild Vir
the
ginia climate should be continued per
haps for two years more, before h
went back to the agitation and effort
of a Bonapartlst agent in France. Bui
he could not wait; he must see his old
home, his mother, his father, and al!
the unforgotten faces. He longed tc
watch the black lashes curl upward
He
from the blue of Allxe's eyes.
longed to hear her clear voice with
Its boyish note of courage. It would
put new life into him, that voice. It
was seven years now and more since
he had left them all at a day's notice
to go to Pietro in Italy to a living
death of five years, to many undreamed of happenings. The fever was or
him and he must go home.
There was to be a celebration foi
the new and very fashionable cavalry
troop of which Francois was the unofficial backbone and author. In the
great grassy paddock at Bayly's Folly
the proud mother of eighteen-year-olCaperton Bayly first lieutenant, and
the most finished horseman In the Virginia Country had invited the gentrj
from miles about to feast with her and
to watch her son and his friends show
how the Chevalier Beaupre had made
them into soldiers.
They came in
shoals, driving from far off over bad
roads in big lurching chariots, or riding in gay companies, mostly of older
men and girls and young boys, be
cause all of the gilded youth were in
the ranks that day.
When the drill was over there was tc 8he Found Herself Holding Francois'
Dark Head in Her Arms.
be rough riding and jumping. Hur
dles were swiftly dragged out and
womanly 'reticence and maidenly
placed in a manner of ring.
and attitude
shame and the
"This one is very close to the bank," which are not feelings as she had
primeval,
said Lucy Hampton, standing by Blue been
for that one mad mobird and watching as the negroes ment. primeval
She drew back as she felt him
a
"If
horse refused
placed the bars.
to lift himself, and left him free
and turned sharp and was foolish, he trying
and was on her feet, and then with a
might go over. And the bank is shock she was aware of another pressteep."
ence; turning she looked up into the
"Lucy, you are a grandmotherly perglow of her cousin's eyes. He
son," Clifford Stewart who was an- angry
was not looking at her, but at the man
other girl threw at her. "You would
dazed, hurt, was trying painfully
like them all to ride in wadded wool who,
to pull himself up. Harry Hampton
dressing gowns, and to have a wall
at him.
padded with cotton batting to guard glared
"We will settle this later," he
them." And Lucy smiled and believed
brought out through his teeth. "I hope
herself overcautious.
I can kill you." And Lucy cried out
The excited horses came dancing up
"Shame!" she cried. "He has just
to the barriers and lifted and were
saved your life!"
over, with or without rapping, but not
"Damn him!" said Harry Hampton
one, for the first round, refusing. "I do not want
my life at his hands.
Then the bars were raised six inches; I
him
more
hate
for saving me. Damn
mid-air
is a large space
six inches in
him!"
when one must jump it.
Caperton
And Francois, clutching at a bush,
Bayly went at it first; his mother
things
reeling about him unsteadily.
watched breathless as he flew forlooked up, friendly, wistful, at the boy
ward, sitting erect, intense, his young
him.
eyes gleaming. Over went his great cursing
With that there was an influx oi
horse Traveler, and over the next and
the next all of them; but the white population; the whole world, apparently, tumbled down the steep bank,
heels had struck the top bar twice
every one far too preoccupied with
the beautiful, spirited
.'

-- "

JUST LIKE HER

simple and imperative as a bird's instinct to shield her young, had blipped
from her horse Bluebird and flown
across the level and down over the
steep bank till she found herself holding Francois' dark head In her arms
and heard her own voice saying wordE
she had never said even to herself.
"I love you, I love you," she said
and if all the world heard she did not
know or care. There was no world
for her at that minute but the man
lying with his head against her heart
dead it might be, but dead or alive,
dearest. "I love you love you love
you," she repeated, as if the soul were
rushing out of her in the words.
With that the luminous great eyes
opened, and Francois was looking al
her, and she knew that he had heard.
And then the training of a lifetime, ol
centuries, flooded back into her, and

COHPM1V

SYNOPSIS.

a minute the t)reaihless

still
crowd was in an uproar, and a hundred men were jostling one anothei
to reach the scene of the accident.
It was two minutes, perhaps, before
Caperton Bayly, with a negro boy al
his heels, with Jack Littleton and
Harry Wise and a dozen other ladE
racing back of him, had plunged ovei
the drop of land where Francois had
disappeared. Two minutes are enough
sometimes for a large event. In that
two minutes Lucy Hampton, without
conscious volition, by an instinct as

"half

17, 1914.
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Chicken

'ranges

Kipened

want
They have that delicious tang or smack that makes you
more.
Their Juke is richer than. wine. Their sweetness has the delicate, restful flavor which only
comes to an orange that ripens slowly on its sunny "bough, during warm golden days.
They are the finest oranges grown in the world.

Buy Them by the Box
Because they are Healthful, Delicious and the price exceedingly
low.
Any Size, by the Box
to COo
By the Dozen
By (he Half Box

03.50
25c

$1.00

Stearns Store

Jill

JO

BLUETS

As- Direct from the Indian Reservations-Lar- ge
patterns-a- ll
sortment fine colorings
prices.

These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

Bear this in mind when buying your presents
for the approaching Holidays.

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
I

New Mexico Largest Wholesalers

Sunday

dinner at White Kitchen

AUTOS FOR HIRE
can now furnish jxutdmobiles for
hire at cvrvy time needed. The best of
I

service with reasonable prices.

...

H. B. HUBBARD
Phone Main 397

-

417

i

automobile
o'clock this evening.
Light

lamps at

DIUDGE STREET

5:42

"THE FILLEY" Two-ree- l
feature drama Domino.
"THE MILKMAN'S REVENGE"
Comedy Thanhouser,

Try a dram of Old Tayior Bourbon
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

Special dinner with chicken and
other good things on the hill of fan
Yesterday at Albuquerque occurred
Sunday. White Kitchen. Adv.
the wedding of Thomas Hays of this
city to Miss Margaret Muir of AlbuFinch's Golden Weddlnlg Rya, aged querque. Mr. and Mrs. Hays arrived in
in wood. Direct from the distillery to Las Vegas this afternoon and will reyou. At the Lobby, of course. Ad v, side here. Mr. Hays is employed
by
the Santa Fe Railway company as
A pretty window has been arranged a fireman.
at the Celler's dry goods store, com
posed entirely of laces, making an
attractive display.

Christopher A, Goke, the Park
Springs rancher, was at the court
house this morning to apply for $10
as bounty upon five coyotes killed by
him near his ranch recently.

ANNUAL STAFF
HARD AT WORK

--

Railroad Ave

All Hands Are

Eager
for another sack of Our
Pride flour occe they have
tried it, If there were only
one sack left to be had there
would be a mighty struggle
to obtain ;,it. But there are
y
plenty, sp order one
for yourself just to learn
what a perfect flour is.
to-da-

LAS VEGAS ROLLER MILLS

u

At
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FHESH EVAPORATED FRUITS
i:

Apricots

Peaches
Pears
Prunes
Loganberries
Curranls .
. Raisins
Majestic

Apples
Figs

Yr!

pniir
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Count the cars in your town
and it's bright dollars to red
cents you'll find the Ford in
the lead. It's the one car you
can rely on at all times and
under all conditions. It's the
car your neighbors buy.

NORMAL NOTES

The Philomathean Literar y, society
met Wednesday morning in regular
session for the first time since vacation.
All the former officers were
to continue for the rest of
the year. After a short business meet
ing an extemporaneous program was
held. This program was greatly en
.
joyed by the society.

Six hundred and fifteen dollars is the new
price
of the Ford F. 0. B. Las Vegas
complete with
equipment. Get catalog and particulars from

'

LAS VEGAS FORD SALES CO.

R

With the coming of good weather,
the tennis courts have again become
j
EXPECT TO popular.

NORMAL STUDENTS
The collection of the 1913 taxes has
MAKE SCHOOL PUBLICATION
begun at the court house. Two add!
The Glee clubs will sing at the
A BIG SUCCESS
tional deputy county treasurers, IgMutlual Movies in Old Town for the
nacio Lopez and Pablo Valdez, are
The staff in charge of the Normal benefit of the Las Vegas hospital on
helping the deputy, Miss Madeline University Annual for 1914 is
the first Friday night In February.
busily
Kelly.
at work, and it is expected that the
The Trigonian society met Wednes
school's big publication will be better
There will be another boxball con this
than ever before. It will day morning for the first time since
year
test this evening at the Y. M. C. A. be
ready for distribution about com- the holidays. An interesting discus
when
the Dormdwellers and the mencement
in June. The sion of the value of the society, led'
time,
Preachers will play. A fast game is book will contain early
much matter of in- by Theodore Skinner, took up ' 'the
expecttd. Today was, as usual, kid's terest tcJ Las Vegans as well as all hour.
day at the association, and proved students of the school. It will con
,
rm.
l
decidedly busy.
tain a large number of illustrations,
mo iuasiietDan
teams are
fast
showing pictures of places of scenic rounding into shape, and by the time
must
We
January clearance sale.
beauty in and around Las Vegas. The they play the High school they will
raise cash at once. J27.50, $25.00, faculty, athletic teams, classes and be in condition to
put up a fast and
$22.60 and $15.00 suits and overcoats board of
regents will be shown in snappy game.
on sale for $11.95, Including Adler
larger illustrations.
Rochester Suits and Overcoats. For
Miss Sadie Tooker is business man
The Basketball teams have a
game
five days only.
See us. Taichert's
ager for the publication, while the scheduled with the Santa Fe High
Clothing Store. Adv.
f
is Miss Ruth Conrad school for the fifth of
February. This
The staff is as follows: Miss Enid game is
tqbe playeo. at Santa Fe.
With the charming weather that has McGee, joke editor; Miss Louise
been the lot of Las Vegas for the Wells, music
Dean Carroon is In
editor; Miss Lola Hixof his
past week and, which promises to con enbaugh, athletic editor; Theodore car again after his possession
disastrous trio to
tinue for several days, tomorrow un Skinner, literary editor; Miss Phehe
Albuquerque, or rather, his start for
doutedly will be a day of rides into Hart, domestlo science editor; Miss
Albuquerque.
the country. A number of conveyan Vivian Hedgecock, calendar of events;
ces have been ordered and trips into Miss Agnes Wilson, manual training
Seven new Remington typewriters
the district about El Porvenir and the editor.
,
have been installed in the commercial
Y. M. C. A. camp will be taken.
The book will be a big booster for department
Las Vegas, as well as for the Normal
Mrs. Rosa Sandoval, a resident of University.
In a letter received from Mason k
Commerce street, east of the Santa
Stone, the superintendent
of public
Fe tracks, died yesterday morning at
education of the state of
Vermont,
her home at the age of 45 years. She EXCELLENT
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, the
SERVICES
is survived by a son. The funeral
dent, was informed that the graduates
services were held this morning from
of the Normal would receive a
r
AT CHRISTIAN
the Church of the Immacuate Concepprofessional certificate upon
tion. Interment was in St. Anthony's
coming to the state of Vermont, and
cemetery. J. C. Johnsen and Son
IS
MUSIC
ONE OF THE SPECIAL after teaching 50 months It would be
had charge of the arrangements.
renewed free of cost. This is a ereat
FEATURES OF THE DAY'S
compliment to the worK the Normal is
PROGRAM
A.
C.
Mrs.
The funeral services of
doing along educational lines, and
goes
McMillen were held this morning from
to show that
services
are
Excellent
people in other tntoa
pre
being
the family residence on the Hot
pared for next Sunday at the First Know of and appreciate the value of
Springs boulevard. Rev. Norman Skin Christian church. The choir has met the work that is
being accomplished.
ner officiated. Special music was furtwice this week and the leader promnished by a choir, and many friends
Six new students have enroleld
ises some fine music.
sincj
were present. Interment was in the
The Sunday school has been given last Monday and two have withdrawn.
Odd Fellows' cemetery. The pall
new life with an Increase in attend- Those who withdrew were James and
bearers were W. P. Southard, A. J. ance. Earl Showalter
has been do Laura
from the first and
Gerard, William Shillinglawf, A. H. ing ' 'ome valuable work with the third Earickson,
grades.
will accompany
They
(
Harris, Ed Comstock, and C. H.
'
boys. His class also is active with their parents to Arizona.
.
The minister's, class,
which is making a study of social re
The teachers of the Castle school,
Judge D. J. Leahy made a special form, is attracting Interest. The sub the
Douglas Avenue school, the Old
to
afternoon
to
Mora yesterday
trip
ject for this class next Sunday, will Town schools and the Normal met
hear the pleas of Frank Brookes and be "The Possibilities of Legislation."
Thursday evening and discussed the
Henry Jacohson, the young men acThe minister's themes for tomor exhibit that is to be sent
from San
cused of burglarizing the home of Jus row will be "The Narrow
way to
tice of the Peace F. H. Foster in Roy Life," and "Charity." Secretary Le- - Miguel county to the San DiegoV' exJ1''
position.
.;few nights ago. The young men Noir of the Y. M. C. A. will talk at
pleaded guilty and were sentenced to 6:30 p. m. on "The Young Man and
Gross, Kelly and Company have do
not less than seven months nor more His Father."
nated a large number of specimen
than one year in the state prniten
ores and corals to the school. Thi is
tiary. They will be taken at once to
the finest exhibit to be found any
sentences.
Santa Fe to begin their
HAND SELLS SLICE (IF where in the state. The company also
donated two Indian relics of the early
George H. Kinkel has received a
days in New Mexico. The school greatcard irom William C. Barnes, former
ly appreciates these gifts, as they add
ly secretary of the cattle sanitary
materially to its collection of samples
board here and now head of the graz
ing department at Washington. The RUMOR IN CIRCULATION REGARD- of ore and to the collection of Indian
curios. ...
card was typical of Mr. Barnes in
ING DISPOSITION OF BIG
every way. Doubtless his many
LAND TRACT
friends remember him and will be inPHYSICIAN SAYS THAT
terested as to what he Inscribed on
Although no authentic information
the postcard.' . The card was post- can
be received on account of the
marked from New Haven, Conn., and absence of
J. D. Hand from this city, MJORS WAS A MENACE
read as follows: "Am over here for a rumor is in circulation here cona few weeks helping Bill Ta ft. edua transactfon said to Tiave
cate his Yale students. Bill tells 'em cerning
been made in Chicago this week HE FEARED THE MAN WOULD
all about law and I fill 'em up on
CAUSE DEATH OF HIS WIFE,
part of the Hand project at.
how to raise cows and sheep in the whereby
HE TESTIFIES
Los Alamos was sold to a Chicago
west.1 This is a lovely old
city and man of considerable capital. The ruI'm enjoying it very much. Gee, hut
mor has it that Mr. Hand exchanged
Alamogordo, N. M Jan. 17. Dr. C.
it's great to be a Yale professor."
a large part of his project for a mil- H. WaldschmlJt of Aiamogordo testilion dollar apartment house in Chi- fied in the case against H. H. Majors
NEW BIBLE CLASS
The name of the person to today that he had treated Mrs. Isabel
cago.
Tomorrow afternoon at 4:30 o'clock
whom the land Is said to have been Majors, second wife of the defandant,
the first of a series of conversational
and that he had ordered her removed
sold was not learned.
Bible classes will be held at the Y.
The Hand irrigatmn project north from the house "to save her life from
M. C. A, The meeting is open to all
of this city Is one of the largest and her husband." Mrs. Majors was ill at
men, who are cordially invited to be most successful
o! its kind In the the time Majors was arrested on the
present.
state. The land is of excellent qual- charge of causing the death of his
The subject to be discussed will be
ity while the irrigation facilities are daughter, Eudora, for which he is
"The Master's Joy," which Is a part of
Mr. Hand is now on trial.
practically unlimited.
a series entitled "The Manhood of the
toThe defense contested the prosecuexpected to return from Chicago
Master." The stfbjeot will be interest-I- morrow and undoubtedly-wilmake tion's efforts to introduce testimony
and a large attendance is
an announcement as to the veracity relative to the illness of his second
wife, but the court overruled the ob- of the rumor.
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Sole Agents
jections. District Attorney Hamilton,
for the prosecution, stated to the
court that by admittln evidence regarding the Illness of ;the second. Mrs.
Majors and of the son of the deceased and the death of the I irst Mrs. Majors, "the prosecution
proposes to
convince the jury of a systematic plan
of the defendant to poison his family
to collect life Insurance."
The same grand jury that returned
the indictment against Majors, on
which he is now being tried, also indicted him on a charge of administer'
ing poison to his second wife.
E. R. Warren, a druggist at Alamoemgordo, testified that he put up the
Undertaker
whicu
with
fluid
balming
A.. J. Buck embalmed the body of
Miss Eudora Majors, and that it did
not contain any arsenic. On cross- ,

examination he admitted' that it might
have contained fluids with arsenical
properties. The defense, working on a
theory that arsenic found in the stomach of the deceased was due to the
embalming fluids,
both Warren and Buck to try to bring
out the fact that arsenic was used in
the fluid.
W. Stalcup testified that Mrs. Christine Majors, the first wife of the defendant, was insured for $2,000 and
that when she died, shortly before the
death of the daughter, the company
had paid the amount of the policy
to Majors. Mrs. Majors died after a
brief illness, having previously been-igood health, according to testimony-broughearlier in the week.
d
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